BBC Diverse Presenters
The BBC is committed to finding and growing diverse onscreen talent across
all channels and platforms.
We realise that in order to continue making the BBC feel truly diverse, and
improve on where we are at the moment, we need to let you know who’s out
there. In this document you will find biographies for just some of the hugely
talented people the BBC has already been working with and others who have
made their mark elsewhere.
It’s the responsibility of every person involved in BBC programme making to
ask themselves whether what, and who, they are putting on screen reflects
the world around them or just one section of society.
If you are in production or development and would like other ideas for diverse
presenters across all genres please feel free to get in touch with Mary
Fitzpatrick Editorial Executive, Diversity via email:
mary.fitzpatrick@bbc.co.uk
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Ace and Invisible
Presenters, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: Insanity Artists Agency Limited
T: 020 7927 6222
W: www.insanityartists.co.uk
1Xtra's lunchtime DJs Ace and Invisible are on a high - the two 22-year-olds
scooped the gold award for Daily Music Show of the Year at the 2004 Sony Radio
Academy Awards. It's a just reward for Ace and Invisible, two young south Londoners
with high hopes who met whilst studying media at the Brits Performing Arts School in
1996.
The 'Lunchtime Trouble Makers' is what they are commonly known as, but for
Ace and Invisible it's a story of friendship and determination. The pair's friendship
was cemented at the Brits School once they realised their shared passion for music.
Constantly joking and bouncing ideas off each other, they decided to link up as a
double act.
"The Brits School got an FM license and we played a big part in its scheduling and
organization, we also got our own show. We loved being on the radio."
Meanwhile Ace was DJ'ing and handling the business side of things at Brit FM:
"After Brits School I went away to uni in Southend to study media production and
technology. I DJ'ed during that time but I got homesick and needed to get back to
London, so I dropped out."
It was just as well because the Brits School soon asked Ace to help tutor a
radio course. On hearing about 1Xtra, Ace and Invisible knew it was an unmissable
opportunity and something they had both been waiting for. Determined to be on the
station, they were not about to take no for an answer.
Ace adds: "A couple of months before launch, 1Xtra got in touch. They offered the
show to us and we were delighted and stepped up to their offer. "In fact, we were
one of the last DJs to get signed." Ace and Invisible joined 1Xtra in the summer of
2002 and present their lunchtime show filled with their unique style of humour, plenty
of banter, features and some of the hottest new black music every week day.
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Janice Acquah
Presenter

Category: Natural history/drama
Agent: BWH
T: 020 8996 1661
W: www.thebwhagency.co.uk

Janice was born in Ghana and has a degree in Environmental Biology.
She was the presenter on both series of Background Brief, an investigative
popular science programme on BBC 2. Other series for the BBC include
several series of The Really Wild Show, The Really Wild Guide to Britain and
WildBunch.
Janice has also presented Earth, Wind and Fire, for the NHU, The Scolar Project
for the Open University and was a presenter and reporter on British Telecom’s
Sales Talk.
She has also worked extensively as an actor on radio, television and the
theatre. Some highlights include Mike Leigh’s Secrets and Lies, a regular on
Silent Witness and international tours and performances with The West
Yorkshire Playhouse, The Royal Court and Talawa Theatre Company.
Janice has 3 children and in her spare time is an active school governor.
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Dotun Adebayo
Radio Five Live and BBC London 94.9FM Presenter

Category: Five Live; BBC London
Agent: Self-represented
T: 020 8368 2526
E: dotun.adebayo@bbc.co.uk
Dotun Adebayo presents Up All Night (Friday and Saturday, 1.00-4.00am) and
Brief Lives (Sunday, 6.00am & 7.00pm) on Radio Five Live.
He is also a successful writer and publisher. Dotun was Music Editor at The Voice
newspaper for four years (1987-1991), and has worked as a columnist on Pride
magazine and the New Nation. He has also written for newspapers including The
Guardian, Independent, The Times, London Evening Standard and the News of the
World.
The year 2000 saw the publication of his debut book Can I Have My Balls Back
Please, an amusing take on "conflict resolution" in relationships from a
man's perspective. The sequel entitled Sperm Bandits was published in September
2002. Dotun is currently working on his first novel, Promised Land, an epic saga
spanning 50 years in the lives of Britain's richest black family.
As well as his Five Live shows, Dotun hosts his own two hour book show
(Word For Word) on BBC London 94.9 every Sunday (5.00-7.00pm). He has also
done television work including writing and presenting the docudrama Sperm Bandits
for Channel 4 and he presented the weekly Heavy TV.
He also wrote and presented the 30-minute documentary White Girls Are Easy
broadcast on Channel 4 in May 2003.
In October 1999, he experienced one of his proudest moments when he was invited
to Buckingham Palace to meet the HM the Queen.
Dotun is married and has two daughters.
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Ade Adepitan MBE
Presenter

Category: CBBC; Factual & Arts TV; Sport; Five Live
Agent: John Noel Management
T: 020 7428 8400
W: www.johnnoelmanagement.com
Having survived polio as a youngster, Ade has gone on to compete as a wheelchair
basketball player on an international level and has a wealth of TV presenting
experience.
2005 saw Ade participate in Beyond Boundaries a four part documentary series for
BBC2, which took him on the trek of a lifetime across the rainforests, deserts, rivers
and mountains of Nicaragua. 2006 saw Ade report for ITV1’s The Boat Show from
the Atlantic Ocean. Ade has regularly reported for BBC1’s Holiday series having
travelled to France, scuba dived in Mexico, gone on safari in Kenya and the Gambia,
skied in Canada and America as well as reporting from Bonaire and Curacao in the
Caribbean. He took on a new challenge this year with his first principle acting role for
BBC1’s new drama, Desperados, which is currently being shown on BBC1. He has
also appeared in ITV1’s Hardware and BBC1’s Casualty.
Using his sporting expertise Ade reports for BBC1’s weekly Sportsround series. He
covered the Basketball Final for the Paralympic World Cup in Manchester this year
for BBC2 and previously covered the European Championships for BBC2’s
Grandstand. He has hosted his own Documentary for Radio Five Live, A Pair of
Trainers, which saw Ade follow the personal progress of two unlikely fitness
candidates as well as investigating the music and club scene in London for BBC’s
1Xtra in Can Dance Will Dance.
An instantly recognisable face, Ade appeared in the high profile idents for BBC1. He
presented BBC’s daily X-Change programme for the last five years. Other credits
include Tiger Tiger for Channel Five, where Ade reported on endangered species
from around the globe. Highlights included riding elephants while looking for tigers in
India and swimming with sharks in Australia, while personal triumphs included
overcoming his fear of water and night walks in the depths of the African jungle. He
also presented Dream Ticket for LWT. This saw him exploring Jamaica and diving in
the Seychelles.
Ade has represented Great Britain at the Olympics in Athens 2004 (Bronze) and
Sydney 2000 plus competing in The European (Silver) and World Championships
(Gold). He is an Ambassador for London’s 2012 Olympic bid, features in their high
profile poster campaign and was an integral part of the delegation that went to
Singapore to present to the Olympic committee to help bring the games to London.
Ade has had the honour of being awarded an MBE for his contribution to disabled
sport in the Queen’s 2005 Birthday Honours.
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Imran Ahmed
Presenter

Category: Music
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.independenttalent.com
Imran co-present’s ‘The Music Week’ on BBC 6Music and writes regularly for NME.
He also runs his own record label, Abeano Music (in partnership with XL Recordings
– home to the White Stripes).
Starting his career as a music journalist, Imran was made the NME’s New Band
Editor at the age of 21 and was the first journalist to write about Arctic Monkeys, My
Chemical Romance and Gnarls Barkley. He has since written for The Guardian, I-D,
and The Face amongst others. Last year he helped the Kaiser Chiefs pen their book,
‘A Record of Employment’..
Imran began his career in radio with a slot on Steve Lamacq’s radio show. He has
since presented two shows BBC Radio 1 (in the One Click strand), had a monthly
slot on Jo Whiley’s show, as well as contributing to the BBC’s World Service, Radio
4, Radio 2 and 6 Music.
More recently Imran has made a move into TV, appearing on the couch at Reading
Festival and Glastonbury for BBC3, as well as appearances on Channel 4, Sky
News, BBC News 24 and ITN.
Television
2006
2006
2004-05
2004
Radio
2006-07
2006
2005-06
2006
2006
2002-05
Journalism
2007
2005-2007
2004-2005
2002-2004
Books
2006

Reading Festival Coverage – BBC3 (In-house)
5 O’Clock Heroes – 4 Music
Glastonbury Coverage – BBC 3 (In-house)
Music Uncovered (Produced by Carlton)
Music Week – 6Music (Somethin’ Else)
One Click Playlist – Radio1
One Click Magazine - Radio1
‘Montreal or Bust’/Stop the Press’ Documentaries - Radio1
NME Podcast – V Festival, Carling Weekend, NME.com 10th Birthday
Lamacq Live, Gig Reviewer - Radio1
NME Contributor
Contributing Editor, NME
Features Editor, NME
New Bands Editor, NME
Kaiser Chiefs - A Record in Employment (Weidenfeld and Nicolson)
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Andy Akinwolere
Presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: Wise Buddah
T: 020 7307 1600
W: www.wisebuddah.com
Andy joined Blue Peter on 28th June 2006 and is Blue Peter's 32nd presenter. Andy
grew up in Nigeria and Birmingham and speaks both English and Yoruba. Andy's
hobbies are break dancing and beat-boxing.
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Nana Akua
Presenter

Category: Factual features
Agent: Noel Gay
T: 020 7836 3942
W: www.noelgay.com
Nana Akua, full name Nana Akua Amoatemaa-Appiah, was born a Geordie to
Ghanian parents. She started in Radio at Kiss 100 and Capital on the Sponsorship
side of things. Her presentation career began in earnest at the Chelsea and
Westminster Hospital radio station, where she learnt to drive the desk and present
shows. It wasn't long before Capital Radio offered her a trainee DJ position and
within a few months she was snapped up by Fusion Radio (a commercial radio
station covering South East London) and offered the Drive-time slot, where she
presented for a few years. Her move into TV began with an offer from Bid-up TV and
then Price-drop, where she learnt the art of live TV presentation presenting four
hours live, on the trot, day in day out. After becoming a frequent face on these
channels Nana approached the BBC and was soon presenting the Holiday show on
BBC ONE. Other jobs include presenting live for Sky for four years and a live show
on ITV. Most recently she presented a Money Programme Pilot for BB3.
Nana's expertise is in the area of consumerism and finance and she holds a
Business degree and other financial qualifications. She often gives advise on
consumer and money issues.. She has recently been helping out the Panorama team
bringing stories and situations of malpractice to light and even appeared in one of
their programs where she brought Barratt, the developers, to account for their
actions. She works heavily in the community and chairs the residents committee,
meeting with councilors, police and local People to make changes. She would like to
develop a role on TV as the Peoples champion as she has championed a number of
causes and to date has won them all!!.
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Anita Anand
Radio Five Live Presenter

Category: Current Affairs/ Radio
Agent: Noel Gay
T: 020 7836 3941
W: www.noelgay.com
Anita Anand presents her own show on BBC Radio Five Live from 10.00pm to
1.00am, Mondays to Thursdays.
Before joining the BBC, Anita was the European Head of News and Current Affairs
for Zee TV - an international satellite and cable television station.
She was one of the youngest TV news editors in the country, taking over the reins at
the age of just 25.
Anita presented the talk show, The Big Debate, a topical studio based programme
with a live audience.
She was also the political correspondent for the network in London, presenting and
producing the critically acclaimed Raj Britannia series - 31 documentaries chronicling
the political aspirations of the Asian community in the most marginal (and sometimes
volatile) of the 1997 constituencies.
She also presented The Heaven and Earth Show on BBC ONE.
Her overseas work includes covering the Pakistani elections, and the earthquake in
Bhuj. Her award-winning film of the post-disaster relief effort has been screened both
here and in Asia.
Writing has always been Anita's passion, and she has been a columnist for India
Today and The Asian Age newspaper as well as the Guardian.
She keeps threatening to write a book, but a love of cooking - if not washing up - has
slowed that process down somewhat.
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Ricky Andalcio
Chef

Category: Food
Agent: Take Three Management
T: 020 7209 3777
W: www.take3management.co.uk
Ricky has a wonderful background, a Venezuelan father that spent most of his life in
Trinidad & Tobago, an Irish mother and he grew up in London’s Bethnal Green.
Ricky’s father was a chef (and as a result the family always had “proper home
cooked food” for their meals) but always advised his son against becoming a chef.
After some gruelling training in London, Ricky, undeterred, worked under the Roux
brothers and the Langan’s Brasserie, before moving north to set up his two
successful restaurants in Whitehaven, Cumbria, where he employs some 60
members of staff. ‘Zest Harbourside’ is a funky bar café on the Harbour side, while
‘Zest Restaurant’ is a modern Cumbrian restaurant that serves local produce and
was visited by Prime Minister Tony Blair in 2003.
Ricky’s media career includes appearing in ITV Border’s series ‘Raw Chefs.’ He was
then awarded his own 6-part series called “A Taste for the Road” where he toured
the local region on his beloved motorbike showcasing local produce. Ricky is also a
regular contributor on BBC Radio Cumbria.
Since filming the series, Ricky has lost 3.5 stones and has gained a unique
perspective on creating good but healthy food. He challenged himself as a chef to
create great tasting food that is also kind on the waist and hips! Ricky has a real
enthusiasm for exercise, which includes walking his dogs on the beach every
morning, and now sports a huggable but healthy figure.
Most recently Ricky has been working on the Cumbria Rural Regeneration Scheme
where he has been performing presentations to Head Teachers and School Chefs
encouraging them to educate their pupils about health eating. Ricky is also
considering proposals for teaching Adult Education Classes and the possibility of
opening his own cooking school in the Cumbria area.
Ricky has published his own short recipe book which sold out in weeks and is due to
be reprinted soon. Ricky is constantly cooking up new ideas for the kitchen and the
studio, so one to watch. For further information about this bubbly and entertaining
character.
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Anjum Anand
Chef / Presenter

Category: Food
Agent: HHB Agency
T: 020 7485 0044
W: www.hhbagency.com
Anjum Anand grew up in London but has also lived and studied in Geneva, Paris and
Madrid. After gaining a European business degree she decided to develop her
interest in Indian cookery and, in particular, to make her native food fresher, lighter
and simpler to cook.
Anjum has worked across the world in innovative restaurants such as Café Spice in
New York, the Mondrian Hotel in Los Angeles, and the Park Royal Hotel's Indian
restaurant in New Delhi, but her real love is delicious and stylish food that is simple
enough to cook at home. She challenges fiercely the assertion that Indian food is
heavy and difficult to cook and is determined to make 'cooking an Indian' as common
as rustling up a stir-fry.
She was one of the first writers to create and write Indian recipes catering for the
health-conscious cook and her first book, Indian Every Day: Light, Healthy Indian
Food, was published in 2003 and has sold more than 25,000 copies.
Anjum has family homes in Delhi and Calcutta and loves the regional and cultural
traditions of Indian food with the passion of a real insider. Anjum was a regular guest
on UKTV Food's Great Food Live from 2004 to 2007.
Watch her new six-part primetime BBC Two television series on Indian cookery,
Indian Food Made Easy. A book accompanies the series.
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Nihal Arthanayake
Presenter

Category: Factual/Arts/Music/Radio
Agent: Money Management
T: 020 7287 2490
W: www.moneymanagementuk.com
Nihal Arthanayake has been living for music since he started promoting rap shows in
his native Essex while still doing his A Levels. By the time he was about to graduate
he was signed to a major label, and since then he has been a music journalist having
written for Asiana, Eastern Eye, The Face, Mixmag, Hip Hop Connection and even
the Observer. In the late 90s he was a Music PR working for artists as diverse as
Nitin Sawhney, Judge Jules, Mos Def, Beenieman and Elton John.
Nihal's television career began in 1999 when he presented Webwise live for BBC2
alongside Emma B. He went on to have his own rap show on MTV Base entitled The
Drop, and presented three hours of live TV every Saturday for the CBBC Channel
entitled the Saturday Show Extra.
Since then he has co-presented all three series of BBC2's flagship Asian music,
lifestyle, and arts show Desi DNA, and hosted documentaries for Channel 4 such as
Whitey Blighty, and Mind your F**ing manners which looked at etiquette across
cultures. In August 2005 he was asked to appear on BBC2's Art School, and with his
knowledge of music and the music industry he is regularly asked to appear on TV
and comment on music related issues from the Brits, Never Mind The Buzzcocks,
MTV Base's Hip Hop Candy to Channel 5's The Wright Stuff. More recently he has
been a regular contributor to UKTV’s The Clothes Show and in 2007 he was a
mentor for Channel 4’s Debutantes which was a series of educational documentaries
with the sole aim of inspiring young people to pursue careers in the creative
industries. This year he can also be seen presenting for the Culture Show on BBC 2.
In October 2003 Nihal and Bobby Friction teamed up to launch their new Radio 1 late
night urban music show ‘Bobby and Nihal Presents…’ (12 am - 2 am every
Wednesday) which won gold at the Sony Music Awards. In 2005 Nihal and Bobby
were also cultural ambassadors for the successful London 2012 Olympic Bid.
Nihal’s radio career has gone from strength to strength and from May 2007 he began
presenting the mid morning phone-in show on BBC Asian Network (9am- 12 pm
Monday-Thursday). In October 2007 his career took an ever more exciting turn when
he began presenting Radio 1’s Weekend Breakfast show.
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Ayesha Asantewaa
Presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: Self-represented
E: radanakiss@hotmail.com
At 15 Ayesha gained work experience at 1Xtra, and later that year entered the BBC
Talent competition, and was one of the 6 finalists. By 17 she was presenting her own
show on 1Xtra. She began her early morning breakfast slot of 6-9am on Saturdays
from August 2005, and has continued to do so until October 2007, fully operating the
desk herself. She has covered Lunchtime shows for DJ Nesha and also Saturday
morning Daytime for Jenna G.
During this time, Ayesha was also presenting the Big Toe Radio Show on BBC7 with
the likes of Kirsten O'Brien, Barney Harwood and Adrian Dickson. She has
interviewed The Sugababes, McFly, Matt Willis and Jamelia to name but a few.
Ayesha did this until January 2007, and was kept on board to present the new
Cbeebies Radio (BBC7) which she still does at the moment. She has also presented
a 26 minute radio programme on Population Overload for BBC World Service during
the Generation Next season of 2006.
Ayesha first appeared on television as a guest on CBBC's Xchange, with Michael
Absolom and Ade Adepitan. After a screen test, she was asked to be a co-presenter
for BAFTA Award winning show Level Up with Sam Nixon and Mark Rhodes, live on
BBC2 weekday mornings, which she began in April through to September 2006.
Since then, Ayesha has worked with Basil Brush on the CBBC Extra Ultimate
Halloween Special, which was a dream come true as she has wanted to be a
puppeteer since she was 4! She has also presented the On Air links on the CBBC
Channel during the Christmas period of 2006.
Now aged 19, Ayesha has just finished a 10 week run co-presenting Do Something
Different with Sam and Mark, a show encouraging children all over the UK to try
something completely new. Ayesha has also been a guest at the Children's Star
Awards (2007), where she presented the trophy for Play Worker of the Year.
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Paul Bakibinga
Senior Producer / Presenter, BBC African Service
Category: World Service
Agent: Self represented
T: 020 7580 4468
E: paul.bakibinga@bbc.co.uk
Paul Bakibinga is a producer with BBC African Dailies and presenter of the flagship
daily Network Africa programme, which sets the day's agenda with a popular mix of
news, sport, features and music.
Ugandan-born Paul first joined BBC African service in 1997 as the producer of the
English for Africa programmes Focus on Africa and Network Africa.
He has also presented Africa Live! (now called Africa, Have Your Say), Focus on
Africa, Postmark Africa and BBC World Service English programme, Health Matters.
Additionally, he worked as a correspondent for BBC African Productions
in Zimbabwe.
Paul was recently assigned to Nigeria with the World Service Trust – a registered
charity established by the World Service - where he directed a project called Voices
which, among other things, produced a radio drama set in a busy market in the heart
of West Africa, called Story Story Voices from the Market.
Through dramatic events and rich characters, the drama explored issues around
good governance, health, poverty, environment, education and the empowerment
of women.
The project also helped Nigerian broadcasters in programme-making from concept
through to production.
The World Service currently broadcasts the programme all over Africa, including on
over 50 FM stations in Nigeria and stations in Sierra Leone and Liberia.
Paul has also been involved as an actor and director on many BBC productions for
Africa and has performed on stage, TV and in films in Uganda, US and the UK.
Before joining the BBC, Paul worked with NGOs helping to raise awareness and
distribute information on HIV and Aids in Uganda.
He was also, very briefly, a presenter on Capital Radio in Kampala and on
Radio Uganda.
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Bailey
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: Groove Connection
T: 020 7223 4777
W: www.grooveconnection.co.uk
DJ Bailey, one of the most recognised and respected drum & bass DJs on the scene,
presents his own show dedicated to underground drum & bass.
Bailey, who describes his style as tough but melodic, says it was the breakbeat
element in hardcore that initially inspired him.
He first got immersed in the scene during the late Eighties when south London was
filled with sound systems. He joined one of these systems and began playing at
parties and night clubs, influenced by acid house, Detroit techno and hardcore.
Bailey first broke into the underground scene whilst DJ'ing on local pirate radio
stations. A chance meeting with Kemistry and Storm led to them bringing him on
board for one of the first Metalheadz club nights. Bailey is still a resident at
Metalheadz and Swerve but his talents have taken him all over the place, both
nationally and internationally.
Bookings have seen him play-out at One Nation, Creamfields, Essential Festival,
Fabric Live and Dreamscape, to name just a few. As a dedicated club DJ, he has
also touched down in South Africa, Japan, Costa Rica, Australia, New Zealand,
North America and the majority of Europe.
In 2003, Bailey won the award for Best Radio Show at the Knowledge Drum and
Bass Awards.
In 2004, he set up the underground D&B label Intasounds and has released tracks
from cutting edge acts such as Equinox and Miracle.
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Kurt Barling
Special Correspondent BBC London

Category: News and Current Affairs
Agent: Self represented
E: kurt.barling@bbc.co.uk or info@peoplefocustv.co.uk
Kurt began his career as a lecturer in International Relations at the London School of
Economics. In 1989 he swapped the world of theory for a more practical experience
in BBC journalism. Two weeks into the new career he had a baptism of fire covering
the fall of the Berlin Wall as part of the team making the first documentary from the
“wall-free” Communist East. A documentary on how the United Nations could ensure
children’s rights followed. Whilst shooting in Africa, Asia, Latin America and the USA
on this film, he became the first British journalist to report on police death squads
killing Brazilian street children. His foreign affairs background took him to BBC2’s
Assignment where he made films about President Mitterrand, General Noriega and a
path breaking programme which forecast a bloody conflict as Yugoslavia stood on
the brink of disintegration. After a spell as a BBC News producer he joined The
Money Programme and produced a range of films on business matters in the UK and
Europe. Kurt then directed several films for BBC South East’s current affairs series
First Sight. It was at this point that he began reporting with a move to the fledgling
Radio 5 Live. His radio credits include R4's Inside Money for the BBC's business unit
and a series on the impact of new technology in the workplace from around Britain.
From here he joined the long running R4 series Money Box as a reporter. When the
BBC launched Black Britain Kurt moved in front of camera. In its first season he
gained exclusive access to Pentonville prison to look at the growth of Islam amongst
black prisoners. Kurt's reporting for BBC News gained him his first national award,
winning the 1997 CRE reporter of the year award.
Early investigative film credits include stories on a housing development scam in
Jamaica and the smuggling of Mandrax from Europe into South Africa. An
undercover report in West Africa on the theft and smuggling of artifacts helped Kurt
win another CRE award in 1998.
As a BBC News Correspondent from 1997-2000, Kurt covered a wide range of
running stories for BBC News as well as Newsnight and Correspondent.
Other high profile TV credits include “Trouble at the Mosque” an 18-month
investigation into the mis-management of Britain's Muslim places of worship for
Channel 4, “41 Bullets” which examined the real NYPD and the award winning
documentary film “Who Killed PC Blakelock” for BBC2 in 2004.
Since September 11th 2001 he has been the Special Correspondent for BBC London
News where he says his Ph.D. in International Relations is being put to good use in
the world’s most ethnically diverse city.
Click here to go to the contents page
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Nicola Beckford
Presenter

Category: Factual/ news and current affairs/ radio
Agent: Self-represented
Email: nicola.beckford@bbc.co.uk
Mobile: 0780 9598334
Nicola Beckford works for BBC News as a broadcast journalist. She started her
career in radio as a researcher before becoming a producer on Woman’s Hour on
BBC Radio 4. Nicola moved into television in 2005 where she began specialising in
using the Freedom of Information Act to create original journalism.
Nicola has used her expertise to uncover stories such as the millions of pounds
hospitals make from their car parks to the secret police reports that show that knife
amnesties don’t work.
She can be seen on BBC Breakfast TV where she investigates stories on behalf of
the Breakfast audience as well as on BBC News 24 commenting on Freedom of
Information issues.
Nicola is also a conference speaker and has addressed an audience of politicians
and journalists at an international Freedom of Information conference in Chile.
Nicola is a qualified teacher and prior to joining the BBC taught modern languages
and information technology in secondary schools across Birmingham. She is also a
qualified Microsoft Certified Systems Engineer.
Nicola enjoys walking in the Chiltern Hills, salsa dancing and doing magic tricks for
her niece and nephew.
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Angellica Bell
Presenter

Category: Factual & Arts TV; TV Ent; Radio 3
Agent: Troika
T: 020 7336 7868
W: www.troikatalent.com
Angellica has just finished singing her heart out for charity on the highly successful
show, Comic Relief does Fame Academy on BBC1. She was recently seen alongside
Alan Titchmarsh on The Great British Village Show on BBC1 and hosting the
Dance X spin off show Dance Xtra on BBC3. Angellica is best known for her vast and
extensive presenting work on Childrens BBC for the past 6 1/2 years. In that time she
presented CBBC’s high profile shows which included The Saturday Show, Short
Change and Comic Relief. She then successfully branched out into adult
programming presenting Holiday Hitsquad and The Departure Lounge - both
successful Travel Show's for BBC1. She also presented Eastenders Xtra where she
took a sneaky peak behind the scenes at all the gossip and action from Albert
Square.
Television
The One Show, Dance Xtra (BBC3)
The Great British Village Show BBC Proms (BBC4)
Comic Relief Does Fame Academy, Angellica : Time Traveller
CBBC
Holiday
The Variety Club Awards
The Departure Lounge
Short Change
Eastenders Xtra
Holiday
CBBC Prom
The Saturday Show
Liquid News
Radio
Making Tracks
Bafta Nominated Best Presenter 2003 and 2004
Best Presenter Winner - Black Filmmakers Awards 2003
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Manish Bhasin
Presenter

Category: Sport
Agent: John Holmes Media
T: 020 7861 2550
W: www.jonholmesmedia.com
Manish joined BBC Sport’s Football Focus team as a reporter in early 2004.
Prior to this he worked on ITV’s Central News programme and presented Soccer
Sunday. At Central News East Manish presented in-depth coverage of the region’s
sport, including analysis of the financial crisis at Leicester City, and during his
successful tenure Manish was nominated for Regional Sports Presenter or
Commentator of the Year at the Royal Television Society Sport Awards. Soccer
Sunday was also nominated as best Regional Sports Actuality Programme.
Previously Manish Bhasin spent five years at BBC Radio Leicester as sports
presenter and commentator, including the Drive At 5 programme, presenting the
latest news and sport. He is now the lead presenter on Football Focus and cricket,
reporting from the 2006 Ashes and the 2007 Cricket World Cup.
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Ashley Blake
Presenter, West Midlands Inside Out

Category: West Midlands TV
Agent: Self represented
T: 0121 567 6767
E: ashley.blake@bbc.co.uk
Ashley Blake presents the regional current affairs programme, Inside Out.
Ashley has been fronting Inside Out for over several years and has also been a
reporter on the BBC ONE consumer affairs programme, Watchdog, and Holiday.
Born in Birmingham, 36-year-old Ashley is a former air steward – after flying around
the world for nearly three years, Ashley decided to put his feet firmly back on the
ground and study journalism.
After gaining a postgraduate diploma in Journalism in 1993, he became a reporter
and presenter on various programmes from Liverpool LIVE TV to Channel 4 schools
programmes and LWT's Dream Ticket holiday series.
He joined the BBC in January 2001, as a reporter/presenter on BBC Breakfast and
then the regional news programme, BBC Midlands Today.
Ashley was snapped up by Watchdog in the summer of 2003 as a reporter working
alongside Nicky Campbell and Kate Saunderson.
Away from the day job, Ashley runs his own restaurant, bar and lounge. He holds a
National B Rally Driving Licence and takes part in club rallies.
He's also training for his private pilot's licence in Warwickshire and enjoys skiing,
mountain biking and canoeing.
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Christine Bleakley
Presenter

Category: Factual Entertainment
Agent: John Noel Management
T: 020 7428 8400
W: www.johnnoelmanagement.com
At only 27 Christine has a wealth of television presenting experience having been
one of the BBC Northern Ireland’s main presenters for the last five years. Prior to
this she worked in BBC production working her way up to floor manager before being
asked to try out in front of the camera.
Christine is currently co-hosting topical magazine programme The One Show
alongside Adrian Chiles every weeknight on BBC1.
She recently presented the second series of Let Me Entertain You for BBC2 with
Brian Conley, the entertainment show which sees members of the public showcase
their talents. She has recently completed a dating show Looking for Love for BBC1
Northern Ireland. Christine and comic co-presenter May Fetteridge travel the length
and breadth of Northern Ireland, matchmaking singletons with the help of their friends
and family. Christine has hosted the live fundraising programme Children In Need for
the last five years as well as the popular Clash of The Titans and the Irish Hotpress
Music Awards with bands including U2, The Corrs, Ash, Snow Patrol and Suede in
front of a live audience.
Skyhigh was a landmark series for BBC1 and saw Christine presenting from an
Augusta 109 helicopter. The factual entertainment show was packed with some of
the most breathtaking shots of Northern Ireland and featured Christine chatting to
people about the areas they live in.
Christine presented four series of the popular First Stop for Monday nights on BBC1,
which had viewers religiously tuning in to catch up on all things entertainment.
During the series Christine has interviewed many of the major Hollywood stars
including Matt Damon, Tom Cruise, Angelina Jolie as well as covering all the other
big entertainment events and news.
Christine teamed up with Eamon Holmes in the live interactive IQ test, Would You
Pass The 11+? She also filmed two series of Summer Season with Eamon, which
saw both presenters covering various stories and events across Northern Ireland.
Christine writes a weekly column the Sunday Magazine More2Life. Other interests
include travel, music, fashion, skiing and learning languages. Christine studied
Politics at Queens University in Belfast.
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Liz Bonnin
Presenter

Category: Popular Factual
Agent: Jo Sarsby Personal Management
T: 0117 973 8589
W: www.josarsby.com
Liz Bonnin was born in France to a French father and Trinidadian mother. At the age
of 10 she moved to Dublin to be educated by catholic nuns at her mum's whim. After
graduating from Trinity with a Biochemistry degree, Liz took a year off to try her hand
at completely different career options including singing, promoting beer, and working
for the Mean Fiddler.
Liz began her television career by presenting the IRMA Awards for RTE. She went
on to present for the station for two years (working on kid's TV, a prime time fashion
programme and one off shows like backstage at Party in the Park, and a 7-hour live
Millennium show) before deciding to get her feet wet in a bigger pond.
Liz's first job in London was as entertainment reporter for RI:SE on Channel 4 and
shortly after she joined Top of the Pops as a regular presenter. Since then she has
co-presented Spring Break Live and Party in the Park for Five, presented a half-hour
Terminator 3 special for ITV1 and 2, was reporter on Techno Games for BBC2 and
made regular appearances on BBC's Holiday and BBC 3's Liquid News. Last year,
she took part in RTE's photographic series Wild Trials, going on to win the
competition and the prize - photographing Bengal tigers!
Liz has presented 2 series of Living TV's Celebrity Extra and recently presented Brat
Camp Unseen for E4, together with a new series for Living TV, Break With The Boss.
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Alexa Chung
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.indepenttalent.com
Alexa has made a smooth and successful transition from modeling to presenting,
establishing her talents co-presenting with Alex Zane on Popworld. Alexa is now a
key member of Channel 4’s T4 presenting team and has spent the summer touring
the country presenting from the road and many different festivals.
This year Alexa has also enjoyed a stint presenting Big Brother’s Big Mouth and has
under her belt a number of movie and music specials for Channel 4. She is currently
appearing on the early morning show Freshly Squeezed.
Recently Alexa has started writing a monthly column for Company magazine.
Television
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2007
2006-07
2006
2006
2006
Journalism
2007

Freshly Squeezed (presenter) – Remedy for Channel 4
T4 Holiday Mornings (co-presenter) – At It for Channel 4
Big Brother’s Big Mouth (presenter) – Brighter Pictures for Channel 4
4Music Special: Lost Profits (presenter) – At it for Channel 4
Ratatouille T4 Movie Special (presenter) – At It for Channel 4
It’s a Boy Girl Thing T4 Movie Special (presenter) – Channel 4
Popworld (co-presenter) – At It for Channel 4
Déjà Vu T4 Movie Special (presenter) – Channel 4
The Devil Wears Prada T4 Movie Special (presenter) – Channel 4
Rip Curl Festival coverage (presenter) – Channel 4
Company Magazine (columnist)
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Nigel Clarke
Presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: Spotlight
T: 020 7437 7631
W: www.spotlight.com
Born and raised in London to West Indian parents, Nigel is a rare find. Talented in a
number of areas including presenting, dance, music and sport, Nigel has crammed a
great deal into his 24 years. After leaving Nickelodeon where he was one of their
most popular presenters for 2 years, he could be seen co-presenting the exciting
show No Girls Allowed, live every Saturday morning on Five which won the RTS
award for Best Children’s Programme last year. It was a show featuring fast cars,
bikes and boys toys! The second series is now on. He could be seen on Dance
Factory for BBC1 where he had the role of co-presenter, choreographer and dancer
and could be seen as a guest on the CITV show Skillz. He has also guest presented
Smile on CBBC a number of times and has recently presented Clutter Nutters for
CBBC and Sportsround every Saturday morning. He can be seen on Toonattik for
GMTV over the summer.
He recently completed a long stint performing in the amazing STOMP in the West
End with whom he toured the world for a number of years and has spent the last few
months with them in Germany and more recently Korea. He completed 4 series of
Ukool for CBBC and presented live on CBBC Digital on the weekends and during the
holidays. He also reported live results to Ant and Dec on Record of the Year (ITV).
After completing his A-levels, Nigel went on to study Biology at university in order to
pursue his career of becoming a paramedic. It was during his first summer holiday
that he started to take dance classes at the North London Studio. After a short time,
Nigel was offered a scholarship to attend the school full time and decided that he
would not return to his scientific studies! .
It is clear that Nigel has a natural affinity with music and dance and is keen to pursue
these interests alongside presenting in the future. He also writes and produces his
own music. Nigel has a chilled, entertaining and naturally cool manner in front of the
camera. He is ideally suited to the youth market where young people will find him to
be an inspirational role model.
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Marverine Cole
Presenter

Category: News, Entertainment & Lifestyle
Contact: Self-represented
Email:Marverine@marverinecole.co.uk
Tel: 07896 000 827
As a presenter for SKY News, Marverine has amassed hundreds of hours of live TV
news broadcasting experience. Handling breaking news such as the end of the 2008
Mumbai terror attacks, the release of Columbian hostage Ingrid Bettancourt and
Britain’s countless Swimming Gold medals at the Beijing Olympics, it’s safe to say
that Marverine is rarely short of words and can pretty much tackle anything!
Marverine’s infectious personality and down-to-earth nature is unique for someone
with such a solid news journalism background ---and her character is just one of the
many reasons why she’s now such a popular presenter in both broadcast and
corporate television. Marverine is someone who can more than hold her own in
everything from current affairs, news and sport right the way through to celebrity
interviews and features & lifestyle programming.
Marverine’s constantly in demand by schools and universities, wanting her to deliver
talks about careers and diversity in the media, and about her journey from a rookie
reporter (with the BBC and ITV) to working as a network newsreader. Marverine’s
also comfortable in any given situation: on location or in studio, at a live OB or on a
pre-recording, totally unscripted or with autocue. All-in-all she’s a warm, commanding
yet unpretentious presenter who’s a must.
Her credits include:
TELEVISION
SKY NEWS – Presenter (Sky World News & Business Report)
BBC Midlands Today – Reporter, Producer, Presenter
ITV Central News - Reporter, Producer, Presenter
BCTV – Entertainment CorrespondentRADIO
BBC Radio 5 Live – Presenter, UP ALL NIGHT
BBC Asian Network - Newsreader
BBC Radio WM - Reporter, Producer, Presenter, Breakfast & Drivetime Newsreader
BBC Coventry & Warwickshire – Reporter & Newsreader
Imagine FM – Club Classics Presenter
Touch FM - Sunday Afternoon Show Presenter
Trafficlink – Travel News Presenter
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Fayon
Cottrell
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: Self represented
W: www.fayon.tv
E: fayon2@gmail.com
Fayon Cottrell, born and raised in Coventry, has lived in London for all of her adult
life. She is a guest presenter on QVC, and a motivational presenter in schools across
the UK
In May 2008 she beat off nearly 5,000 other hopefuls in the GMTV Sofa Factor
competition. Challenges involved interviews with soap stars, a weather report, and an
opportunity to get up close and personal with a lizard.
In the past few years Fayon has featured in Armando Iannucci's BBC2 comedy
series Time Trumpet, as a presenter and actress and with Channel 5, Fayon
appeared as a regular fixture on the girly chat-show Sex on The Settee for 2 months.
Fayon's love of music and fashion has lead her to presenting at London Fashion
Week and at a variety of live music shows, including her own for 'up and coming'
unsigned artistes, as well as hosting in many popular venues all around the country.
With a background in sales and recruitment, Fayon has always been very driven and
full of energy and set up the first technical training course at the BBC in 2000 for
black & ethnic minorities.
As well as presenting Fayon also writes her own TV formats and has ambitions of
hosting her own chat show. Fayon also has 2 links with hospitals, co-presenter at
Guys Hospital for 2 years and now in her spare time as a reader at Kings College
hospital to patients who are recovering from strokes. Fayon is an active member of
her housing association and a patron for a homeless charity in Eastern Europe.
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Josie D’Arby
Presenter

Category: Factual/ Drama
Agent: John Noel Management
T: 020 7428 8400
W: www.johnnoelmanagement.com
Josie has a wealth of presenting experience. She is currently presenting her third
series of Inside Out, BBC West, reporting on a variety of topical subjects. Other
credits include hosting the daily The Great Big Bid for BBC1, a primetime fundraising
programme for Children In Need and hosting the Tsunami Concert at Cardiff’s
Millennium Stadium. Josie has worked extensively for BBC Wales having presented
their The Welsh BAFTA’s, The Welsh Music Festival and Just Up Your Street. She
co-presented What Are We Like for BBC1, a factual entertainment special on British
culture and traditions. For ITV1 Josie joined the Loose Women panel discussing
topical issues of the day, while for Channel Four she participated in The Games, the
reality show which saw Josie compete in six sporting disciplines and walk away with
Bronze. Josie has also turned her hand to radio and co-presented The Steve Wright
Show for Radio 2. For BBC1’s Holiday she visited Spain and the forgotten rural
villages of Paphos where she helped Greenpeace to revive and restore them.
After a two-year stint as a CBBC presenter, Josie broadened her horizons and
moved to the newly established Channel 5, hosting shows such as The Big Question
and The Mag, which were part of the channel’s youth programming section. Here,
she dealt with various subject matters ranging from the typical fashion and music
discussions to the more challenging issues facing the youth of today. In conjunction
with this, Josie also hosted Channel Four’s morning show, The Bigger Breakfast,
demonstrating her ability to cope with fast-paced live broadcasting. It wasn’t long
before Josie returned to the BBC, fronting shows such as Top Of The Pops Plus,
BBC2, where she got to interview such huge stars as Janet Jackson, Justin
Timberlake, Coldplay and Radiohead.
Josie’s many talents include acting having studied at RADA. Acting credits include
BBC1’s Merseybeat, Casualty and Judge John Deed. Josie has appeared in four
seasons of The Vagina Monologues tour. Josie featured in the critically acclaimed
Look Around You on BBC 2, which parodied the educational programmes of the
1970s. Other recent comedy credits include Spoons for Channel Four and Extreme
Soap for ITV.
In her spare time, Josie likes to keep herself in shape by bicycling and rollerblading.
While in her role as an ambassador for the Red Cross Josie has travelled to Africa
several times. In fact Josie has a real love of travelling and takes every opportunity
to pursue this while combining her love of photography and documentary filmmaking.
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Ortis Deley
Presenter

Contact: Drama/ Factual/ Children’s
Agent: Wise Buddah
T: 020 7307 1600
W: www.wisebuddah.com
Ortis studied for a degree in Pharmacy at Sunderland University, which is a far cry
from his present role as a TV presenter and actor.
As an actor, Ortis was seen in a cameo in the feature film Derailed alongside Clive
Owen and Jennifer Aniston. He has also played a featured role in the low-budget
British cult movie Kidulthood. Ortis has starred in BBC1's drama serial Doctors, and
taken part in a production of Alan Ayckbourn's Confusions at The Leatherhead
Theatre. He has also played a lead role in the critically acclaimed fringe theatre
production of Talkin' Loud at The Latchmere Theatre. Ortis has also appeared in a
lead role in The Bill
In 2006 Ortis found time to take part in Celebrity Scissorhands alongside Steve
Strange and Emma Samms for BBC1's Children In Need, learning the tools of the
trade of hairdressing. The shows were shown on both BBC 3 and BBC 1 and Ortis
helped raise thousands of pounds for great causes.
Ortis worked for Trouble for 4 years before joining the BBC to present Short Change
and then Live & Kicking.
In 2002, Ortis hosted Making It, the BBC's talent search for a new children's
presenter. 10,000 applicants became 10 and then eventually one. Ortis was the man
who put them through their paces. Next was X-perimental a new science series for
CBBC produced by Endemol.
For BBC1 Ortis has been presenting and reporting on both light heated and serious
issues affecting children and teenagers for Short Change. He has been the main
anchor presenter since '98. Ortis also appeared on programmes for BBC 3 as one of
the main presenters on Hype and Hype on the Road. On BBC1 he has also been the
main presenter on a youth science programme, Why 5 which ran for two series.
On Radio 5 Live Ortis presented his own sports show featuring in depth interviews
with British Athletes preparing for the Sydney Olympics. Ortis is probably best known
as one of the main presenters on the last ever two series of the BBC's flagship
Saturday morning show, Live and Kicking. He has also presented for primetime
BBC1 Ortis presented a one-off special for Tomorrow's World entitled Lab Rats and
has guest presented on Watchdog.
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Sonia Deol
Presenter, Asian Network

Category: Asian Network
Agent: Self represented
E: sonia.deol@bbc.co.uk or soniadeol@live.com
Sonia Deol is the presenter of BBC Asian Network's flagship Breakfast show Sonia
Deol on the BBC Asian Network every weekday from 6.00-9.00am.
Sonia Deol is of a Sikh Punjabi background and was born in Birmingham. She has a
degree in Humanities.
Sonia joined the BBC Asian Network in 2002 to front the station's first ever
mid-morning phone in - The Sonia Deol show.
The show developed a strong following and gained a reputation for tackling difficult
issues from the 2005 riots in Birmingham, to Asian identity.
The show has won a number of awards, including the Sony Radio Academy bronze
Award in the Interactive category in 2003. Sonia herself was awarded The Asian
Achievers Media Award 2006.
Whilst being a prominent voice in Asian radio Sonia has also worked extensively in
television. She was the face of BBC TWO's Network East for four years which
included presenting The Mega Mela from the Birmingham NEC.
Sonia has also been an East Midlands reporter for BBC News, a newsreader for BBC
ONE's London News, and reported for BBC ONE's Heaven and Earth Show.
Sonia made her first radio programme at the age of fourteen for her local radio
station BBC Radio WM to raise money for Comic Relief.
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Navdip Dhariwal
Presenter

Category: News/ Factual
Contact: Sue Ayton at Knight Ayton
T: 020 7836 5333
Email: info@knightayton.co.uk
Navdip Dhariwal is a well known and senior journalist in BBC news. She has just
returned from a foreign correspondent posting in Delhi as the BBC's South Asia
correspondent working in Afghanistan, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka covering the
region for BBC World TV and Radio. She completed a series on Partition for radio 4
and was the first international journalist to cover the Asian Tsunami in Sri Lanka. She
has covered the Kashmir conflict - the links to the London bombers and India's global
rise.
Navdip is back in London presenting on BBC World. Over the past six years she has
worked extensively across the BBC's flagship news programs - the Ten, Six and One
o'clock news and News 24. Navdip has been an investigative reporter on BBC 1's
4x4 reports series and a presenter on the consumer program Hard Cash. Before that
she was snapped up to present BBC three's current affairs series . Her flair and
distinct style has always been a draw to program makers.
Navdip began her career in Bristol before freelancing for BBC Radio 4's You and
Yours and Woman's Hour.
Navdip has been nominated for numerous awards for her reports on Asia.
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Alesha Dixon
Presenter

Category: Music
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.independenttalent.com
‘Queen of the Ballroom' Alesha has successfully turned her hand to presenting since
leaving the high-profile UK group Mis-Teeq. She has enjoyed hosting The Mobo's
with LL Cool J and co-presenting CD:UK with Dave Berry. More recently Alesha has
presented the Brits for ITV and co-presented Channel 4's early morning show
Freshly Squeezed with George Lamb. She also presented the BAFTA coverage for
E! and fronted her own documentary.
In 2008 Alesha fronted her own documentary ‘Look but don't touch!' for BBC3, which
was an examination on the beauty industry, focusing on the subject of airbrushing
within the magazine industry.
2008 also saw Alesha release her single ‘Boy Does Nothing', which charted at
number 8 in the UK. She is currently touring and promoting her second single.
TELEVISION:
2009 BAFTA coverage (presenter) - Sassy Films for E! Entertainment
2008 Alesha Dixon: Look But Don't Touch! (presenter) - Firecracker for BBC3
2007 Strictly Come Dancing - (Winner) - In-house BBC
2007 This Week (Panellist) - In-House BBC
2007 Freshly Squeezed (co-presenter) - Remedy for Channel 4
2007 Nations Favourite No 1 Men (presenter) - MTV for VH1
2007 Brits ITV2 Show (co-presenter) - ITV2
2004-5 CD:UK (co-presenter) - Blaze for ITV1
2002 Mobo's (co-host)
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Elaine Dunkley
Presenter, Look North Breakfast
Category: News
Agent: Self-represented
E: Elaine.dunkley@bbc.co.uk
Elaine Dunkley is enjoying her second spell in Hull following a period in her
native Wolverhampton.
She began her career in Hull when the new Look North began transmitting in
November 2002. Elaine had earlier worked for BBC Radio Leeds as a producer
and reporter.
An opportunity to pilot a new local television project took her home to the Midlands
before she was tempted back to East Yorkshire and offered the chance to present
the news bulletins on Look North.
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Pui Fan-Lee
Presenter

Category: Children’s, CBeebies
Agent: Blackburn Sachs Associates
T: 020 7292 7576
W: www.blackburnsachsassociates.com
Pui Fan Lee is a presenter on CBeebies, BBC’s pre-school channel. She has worked
for CBeebies on-air since its launch in 2002. Between 1996 and 2001, Pui played the
part of ‘Po’, one of the Teletubbies , enjoying both running around the hills in a red
furry costume and voicing the character. Born in the Midlands and brought up in a
Chinese takeaway, Pui first started acting professionally as a teenager, as part of
Central TV’s Junior Television Workshop, in TV shows such as Dramarama,
Murphy’s Mob, Hardwicke House, Your Mother Wouldn’t Like It and The Worst Witch.
After graduating from LAMDA, other TV productions include State of Play, MIT, The
Bill, Chef, Desmond’s, Metrosexuality and Frank Stubbs presents… Pui also wrote
her one woman stage show Short, Fat , Ugly & Chinese which was first performed in
London and taken to Hong Kong and Singapore by the British Council. It was also
commissioned by BBC Radio 5 and won the Race in the Media award for Best Radio
Drama. Pui has also performed and written for many shows on BBC Radio 4 and
LBC. Her theatre credits include, The Baby at The Bush, Moonshine at Hampstead,
Jungle Book at The Redgrave, The Lower Depths at The Clink for Cardboard
Citizens and lots of pantos for The London Bubble – Cinderella, Jack & The
Beanstalk, Ali Baba & The Forty Thieves and Red Riding Hood.
Film parts include Mary Reilly and Bridget Jones – The Edge of Reason.
Pui speaks Cantonese and Hakka, and likes to be challenged in work and play. She
pays regular visits to the cinema and theatre, likes driving cars and is a keen cook.
She enjoys all sports including cycling, tennis and football and lives in London with
her son, Bruno.
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Bobby Friction
Presenter, Asian Network

Category: Asian Network
Agent: Somethin’ Else
T: 020 7250 5500
W: www.somethinelse.com
Bobby Friction presents the late night music show Friction on the BBC Asian
Network, every Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday evenings from
10.00pm-1.00am.
He joined the BBC Asian Network in 2005 presenting the station's Saturday
afternoon album chart show, before moving to The Mix, on Sunday afternoons.
Bobby who is from West London also has a weekly slot on Radio 1 co-presenting
with DJ Nihal.
Bobby is a hugely influential figure on the Asian club scene and a sought after
broadcaster with wide appeal to Asian youth. He won a Sony award in 2005 for his
documentary on the General Election.
Bobby is a recognised specialist in British Asian Music. He gained success with his
chart topping first compilation for the Indian market, Friction.
A graduate in Studied Visual Art Performance and Music, he started his broadcasting
career in BBA local radio in West London.
Bobby was chosen to be the first voice on the station when it launched as the UK's
first station targeting second generation British Indians and Pakistanis.
He carried on to present The Bobby Friction show, a mixture of leftfield Asian
Underground beats and phone-in madness, as well as a controversial weekly
debate show.
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G Money
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: c/o 1Xtra Publicity
T: 020 7765 2627
G Money was one of the veterans of the UK pirate radio scene.
Born in Harlesden, North West London, G was shipped out to Jamaica to "study
his books!"
While in Jamaica, his love of radio was born, through listening to people like Barry G
and the late Free I, both giants of the Jamaican radio scene. G's first ever radio
show was in 1987 on the Jamaica Broadcasting Corporation, where we won a
competition to host a radio show.
On his return to the UK, G set up Bassline FM in 1993 as a result of being unable to
get a spot on the established pirates of the day. Bassline changed the face of pirate
radio in London, because for once the people behind a station were in their teens
and therefore the station had a young fresh sound.
His show The Bassment was a legendary fixture on the station. Bassline went on to
become one of the major players on the pirate scene in the UK. Originally a
"Bashment" DJ, G now specializes in playing hip hop and RnB and has rocked
parties for Lauryn Hill, Wyclef, Ja Rule and many others.
His DJ'ing exploits have taken him up and down the country, as far as the States and
to the place he loves DJ'ing in the world - Dublin!
"Look out for the youths today, and they may look after us tomorrow" is G's motto.
He still finds time for voluntary youth programmes in South London such as The
Connexions Initiatives where artists such as Usher, Kelly Rowland, Alicia Keys and
Tyrese visit schools and encourage kids to stay focused and achieve their goals.
G Money started his 1Xtra Saturday slot when the station launched in 2002. In
August 2004, G Money jumped to weekday afternoons which see him co-hosting a
fast-paced music show full of humour and gossip with Nesha.
"If you think once a week was crazy, five days a week is more than you can stand!"
says the man. "1Xtra has given me the opportunity to inflict my craziness on the
nation!"
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Phil Gayle
Presenter

Category: News / Features / Entertainment
Agent: Blackburn Sachs
T: 020 7292 7576
W: www.blackburnsachsassociates.com
Television
Present
2007
2007
2005 - 06
2002 - 05
2002 - 05
2002 - 05
2002 - 05
2001 - 02

2001 - 02
2001
2000 – 01
1998

ITV News Newsreader on London and national bulletins.
Get A Grip (ITV1)Newsreader in Ben Elton's new factual comedy series.
Dancing on Ice (ITV1). Competitor on second series of ITV's popular.
Saturday night entertainment show.
Worked and travelled in Australia.
ITV News Channel News reader on digital news channel.
The Week (LWT) Presented weekly current affairs programme for London
and the Southeast. Included live interviews.
The London Programme (LWT) Presenter of monthly current affairs
documentary series on issues affecting London and the Southeast.
The London Programme (LWT) Newsreader and reporter on regional
London news programme.
That’s Esther (ITV1) On-the-road reporter for half-hour consumer affairs and
human-interest series. Main reporter on anti-scalding campaign and
interviews with ‘characters’ overcoming the odds.
Seven Days (LWT) Presenter of live weekly round up of issues affecting
London and the Southeast.
Holiday On A Shoestring (BBC 1) Presented segment on walking holidays in
the Lake District.
Crimewatch Daily (BBC1) Co-presenter of daily live morning show on crime.
Live studio and telephone interviews.
Find A Fortune (ITV) Co-presented original broadcast pilot of live, primetime
show, surprising people with inheritances they did not know about, providing
situation updates throughout the show and presenting recorded reports in the
field.
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Melanie Grant
Presenter

Category: Entertainment news
Contact: c/o BBC Radio One
Melanie Grant’s face might not be familiar yet but her voice may be.
Her voice can be heard on several BBC stations on trails, promos, campaigns and
documentaries.
She’s become a regular voice on BBC stations including Radio 1, BBC Essex, BBC
Suffolk and BBC Norfolk. In addition to voicing radio trails, promos and campaigns,
Melanie has also fronted several documentaries on 1Xtra. Recent documentaries
include the R Kelly life story, 21st Century Slaves exposing modern-day slavery,
Sweet Mother exploring the life of teen mums and most recently Martin Luther King
tribute, I Have A Dream.
Melanie joined 1Xtra in 2002 as a Broadcast Journalist prior to the station’s launch..
At 1Xtra she worked in a multifaceted role – reporting, newsreading, scripting,
producing, packaging. She then later became the voice of entertainment on 1Xtra
reporting live from events and presenting entertainment news through out the day.
This led to Melanie presenting the station’s night time show 1Xtra Talent, which
provided a mix of music, entertainment news and interviews. Melanie’s flair for
broadcasting also led her to presenting entertainment news on Radio 1 with Trevor
Nelson’s weekend show. Before that she worked at BBC London 94.9FM as an
Entertainment Reporter.
There, after an impromptu conversation about her skills Melanie became BBC
London's first bi-media journalist reporting live from events on radio and writing
online reviews on the capital’s clubs, theatre, gigs, music and films on the BBC
London’s website. She has also written for magazines and newspapers including
Pride, The Voice and men’s mag Untold. In addition to that Melanie has written for
the BBC News Online, Sony and Net Doctor websites.

In 2003 Melanie was featured in the Channel 4 documentary White Girls Are Easy
presented by Five Live’s Dotun Adebayo. She was also a TV pundit on Liz Kershaw’s
Breakfast show on BBC Northampton Radio and at the weekends on BBC London
94.9FM. n TV she reached the finals of BBC Talent children’s presenter competition
in 2001. She also presented on The Slot, Channel 4’s Social Affairs programme and
Carlton Television’s Your Shout looking at the popularity of cover versions.
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Gagan Grewal
Presenter, Asian Network

Category: Asian Network
Agent: c/o Asian Network, Mark Strippel
Contact: mark.strippel@bbc.co.uk
Gagan Grewal is the presenter of the BBC Asian Network's daily Hindu/Urdu show
Gagan Grewal every weekday from 7.00-8.00pm.
Gagan is a new young voice for the station's daily language show, making it more
accessible, and representative of the young British Asian listener.
Gagan started on the Asian Network presenting a one off Millennium night special, in
December 1999. He officially joined the station in January 2000 as the voice of the
weekday breakfast show.
Gagan has a BA in Humanities and lives in Leicester. He has a passion for
languages and has travelled widely throughout South Asia.
He started radio presenting in commercial radio at the age of 16. Prior to working on
the Asian Network he presented on Sunrise UK, Sunrise Mauritius and WLR West
London Radio.
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Sonali Gudka
Presenter

Category: Childrens’
Agent: c/o Newsround
T: 020 8576 4407
Sonali Gudka joined the Newsround team in 2006. She presents bulletins on CBBC
and CBBC2.
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Jeremy Guscott
Presenter

Category: Sport
Contact: c/o BBC Sport
Jeremy was a British Lions player in 1989, 1993 and famously got the winning drop
goal in 1997 against South Africa to win the match and the series for the tourists. He
made his Test debut for England against Romania in 1989, marking the occasion
with a hat-trick of tries.
Named in the England squad for the 1999 Rugby World Cup, he played the opening
Pool games before being forced to withdraw through injury, announcing his
retirement from the international game soon afterwards.
He began working for BBC long-term in 1996, and as well as being a regular analyst
for the rugby team, he has also presented City Hospital on daytime television.
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Alvin Hall
Presenter / Expert

Category: Business / Finance / Popular Factual
Agent: Take Three Management
T: 020 7209 3777
W: www.take3management.co.uk
Television
1999 – 03

2001
1998

1997

2003

Your Money or Your Life - BBC 2. Prime time television series that examines
various financial and budget problems and offers a menu of potential
solutions. Fifth series was broadcast in 2003.
This Morning – ITV. Regular sessions on how to manage our finances from
mortgages to pensions and including ‘Save Me Alvin’ series (April/May 2001)
Investing for All with Alvin Hall - BBC 2. Four part television series which took
members of four investment clubs to conduct hands-on investigation and
analysis of three companies within different business sectors.
Alvin Hall’s Guide to Successful Investing - BBC 2. On-air presenter and
writer for this three part television series that introduces basic investment
concepts and strategies.
World’s Most Powerful - BBC 2. A primetime 3 part serie Regular radio
appearances on Radio 2 and Radio 5 Live. Also wrote and presented an
hour long documentary ‘Wall Street – One Year On’ assessing the effects of
th
September 11 for Radio 4.s looking at celebrity, sport & computers.

Other TV credits include: Dave Gorman’s Important Astrology Experiment (BBC 2) Top Gear
(BBC 2), Tonight with Trevor MacDonald (ITV), Film 2003, GMTV and BBC 4/BBC 2
documentary on Peggy Guggenheim ‘The Other Guggenheim’.
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Seetha Hallett
Presenter

Category: Popular Factual
Agent: RDF Management
T: 020 7317 2230
W: www.rdfmanagement.com
Seetha was born in London to Sri-Lankan parents. Having gained a degree in
finance, she enjoyed the fast pace of The City, working as a business analyst for
major American and Dutch banks until 2004, when she became the face of a major
new series for Channel 4 - A Place By The Sea.
In each hour long programme, Seetha either helps people relocate permanently to
start a new life or find a second home to relive their childhood holidays. With her
financial and investment skills, appetite for a challenge and interest in people, this
series has been differentiated from many other programmes of its genre, as a
catalogue of success stories in helping people achieve their dreams and move on to
the next chapter of their life, as well as being an informative property programme. It
also showcases the kind of lifestyle that can be enjoyed by living on the coast, with
the latest series seeing Seetha taking her house hunters on various activities, from
abseiling down a 120ft cliff in The Isle of Man to waterskiing in West Scotland, to
name but a few. So popular has the show proven to be, that it is already in its third
series.
Seetha's sense of adventure - from enjoying the delicacy of deep fried spiders in
South-East Asia to climbing Mount Kilimanjaro - has led to extensive travelling. She
spends much of her free time enjoying outdoor pursuits, in particular she loves scuba
diving and gets in the water as often as she can. Food and music also play a big part
in her life. She has a qualification in business French and understands basic
German.
Television
A Place By The Sea Channel 4 (Presenter - 2 Series)
Loose Women ITV1 (Guest)
NTL B
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Gemma Hunt
Presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: Take Three Management
T: 020 7209 3777
W: www.take3management.co.uk
Gemma was one of the main CBBC presenters on CBBC1, 2 and the CBBC
Channel. In June 2007 she was a guest co-presenter on CBBC’s flagship weekend
show Smile and in July 2007 co-presented the Blue Peter Proms at The Royal Albert
Hall
Television
2003 – 07
2006
2006
2006
2004 – 06
2005
2003 – 05

CBBC presenter across CBBC1 and 2 and the CBBC Channel.
Chucklevision - Presenter of ‘Mighty Man of Steel Competition’ Episode.
Presenter of CBBC Channels live coverage from ‘The Party at The Palace’
for the Queen’s 80th Birthday.
Presenter of CBBC Channels live coverage from Leeds Millennium square for
England’s first game in the World Cup.
Presenter of Xchange, live magazine show.
Presenter of Xchange’s coverage within the BBC’s ‘Africa Lives’ season, in
Ghana.
Presenter for 3 years for CBBC Channel’s live coverage of the Junior Great
North Run and in 2005 participated as a runner and also reported live from
the run July 2003, 2004, 2006. Presenter of CBBC’s live coverage at
Wimbledon.

Presenter of ‘Britain’s Amazing Mates (BAM) in Wales, live games show from
contributors’ house.
Radio
2005

Presenter promoting ‘Ha half term’ giggling competition, live on 15 local BBC
radio stations.
2000 – 05
Daily presenter on live RSL radio station ‘Luton FM’, University of Luton.
Additional Information
Gemma has spent many years assisting at a youth summer camp, enjoying sporting and
pastoral work.
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Konnie Huq
Presenter

Category: CBBC
Agent: Shalit Global
T: 020 7462 9060
W: www.shalitglobal.com
Konnie became Blue Peter's 26th presenter on 1 December 1997.
She was the programme's first Asian presenter and before coming to Blue Peter was
a presenter on Milkshake, and The Mag (Channel 5).
She started her presenting career when she was 17, fronting a number of children's
programmes on The Children's Channel and GMTV.
An Economics graduate from Cambridge, Konnie was no stranger to children's
television when she joined the team - at the age of 14 she was a guest on Blue Peter
when she appeared with the National Youth Orchestra.
She also appeared on Newsround as a child, when she interviewed Neil Kinnock
before the General Election in 1992.
Konnie's years on Blue Peter have taken her to the far corners of the world, and
among her many Blue Peter highlights are learning to scuba dive; visiting
Mozambique to open one of the schools paid for by money raised during the
Blue Peter New Future Appeal in 1999; a trip to the village in Bangladesh that her
family originate from; and learning how to be a rally driver.
She was also the face of the 2004 Welcome Home Appeal, when she visited war-torn
Angola to make a series of moving films for Blue Peter about children separated from
their families.
She has had another busy Blue Peter year in 2005, trying her hand at being a
television director and directing one of the films for the current Blue Peter Treasure
Trail Appeal; travelling to Japan for the Blue Peter summer expedition; and she
recently followed a day in the life of the star of hit West End musical Billy Elliot.
She is involved with many charities, and is a Red Cross Ambassador. She has also
worked with Comic Relief, and this year tried out her vocal skills when she appeared
in the popular Comic Relief does Fame Academy series on BBC ONE.
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Mishal Husain
Presenter ‘Breakfast’

Category: News
Agent: KBJ Management
T: 020 7434 6767
W: www.kbjmgt.co.uk
On BBC World, Mishal is currently the news anchor presenting the 1300-1600 GMT
slot on Mondays to Thursdays, as well as some national news bulletins over the
weekends and some One O'clock News bulletins on Fridays. In the UK she is a
regular presenter of BBC One's Breakfast. She recently appeared as a celebrity dog
trainer in The Underdogs on BBC1.
Mishal has been known to BBC World viewers abroad since she started presenting in
2000 - first specialising in the business news and moving to the main news
programmes shortly after September 11th 2001.
As a business presenter she worked on 'World Business Report' and also launched
the BBC's 'Asia Business Report' programme, based in Singapore.
The international theme continued, with a year's stint in Washington as a BBC
correspondent for the Six O'Clock News. She was on air for the White House
announcement in March 2003 that the war in Iraq had begun. "It was quite a surreal
moment: we had spent months debating Iraq and what the US would do, and in that
instant, everything changed."
Since returning to London, Mishal has also appeared on BBC One's Real Story and
as the presenter of the recently-launched 'Hardtalk Extra' - an in-depth interview
programme focusing on the arts world.
Mishal was born in the UK but grew up in the United Arab Emirates. Her family are
from Pakistan and she maintains close links - in fact her first experience of
journalism, at the age of 18, was with a newspaper there.
Later, she read Law at Cambridge University and then completed a Master's degree
in International and Comparative Law at the European University Institute
in Florence.
"That legal knowledge still comes in handy today - I specialised in human rights
which often come up in the news these days."
Mishal is married and lives in West London.
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Lisa I'Anson
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: RDF Management
T: 020 7317 2230
W: www.rdfmanagement.com
Television
2004
Music Uncovered - Presenter Carlton
2003
Exposure - 7 part music based show Carlton
Ibiza Uncovered - voiced this popular series
MTV - presented various shows offering news, music, live events
The Vibe - hosted this popular music quiz (BBC 2)
Dear Dilemma - hosted this 8 part agony show (BBC 2)

Radio
2000 - 03
BBC London - hosted popular daytime show
1999 - 00
Radio One - hosted popualr weekend show
Radio One - hosted daytime show
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Colin Jackson
Presenter

Category: Sport
Agent: MTC
T: 020 7935 8000
W: www.mtc-uk.com
Without a doubt one of the greatest athletes that Great Britain has ever produced,
Colin Jackson called time on his outstanding athletics career at the World Indoor
Championships in Birmingham in 2003. After more than a decade spent at the very
pinnacle of his sport, it was a fitting end to a glittering career.
110m hurdler Colin ranked in the world top 10 for 16 years, was World number one
from 1992 to1994 and, for the last seven years of his career, was never out of the
world’s top three. Colin held the world record over 110mh outdoors (12.91, World
Title, Stuttgart 1993) until July 2006. He still holds the record over 60mh indoors
(7.30, Sindelfingen 1994) and, since setting a European junior record of 13.44 in
1986, went on to set seven European, eight Commonwealth and nine UK records
at 110mh.
On retirement, Colin joined the BBC’s sports production team and he continues to
cover all of our athletics output as an analyst and presenter. Covering the 2004
Athens Olympics was a highlight early in his broadcasting career and 2006 saw him
covering the Winter Olympics, Commonwealth Games and European
Championships. In 2006 he also took on a key role as development producer for
BBC Sport Relief.
Outside sport, Colin kick-started his broadcasting career by co-hosting the BBC
sporting talent reality TV project Born To Win and has also taken part in programmes
such as Celebrity Bargain Hunt, The Weakest Link, Departure Lounge, Strictly Come
Dancing and Who Do You Think You Are?
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Michael Johnson
Commentator and Analyst

Category: Sport
Agent: IMG
T: 07802 956225
BBC athletics analyst Michael Johnson is both the only man in history to win
consecutive Olympic gold medals in the 400m and the only man in history to win
Olympic gold medals in both 200m and 400m.
From the summer of 1990, his first year as a professional when he won 13
consecutive 200m races, Johnson went on to dominate the international track scene
for a decade.
His prowess over two distances was unintentional. In 1990 he planned to run "some
400s later in the season, just to break up the monotony of running 200 after 200."
What began largely as a training routine and a diversion from boredom turned into a
dominating speciality as he became the first athlete ever to be ranked number one in
the world in both the 200m and 400m. He continued to be the man to beat for the
next 10 years.
At the 2000 Olympic Games, Johnson again dazzled the world under the stadium
lights in Sydney when he became the first sprinter in history to win consecutive
Olympic gold medals in the 400m. To top off his career total of 18 gold medals,
Johnson earned number 19 in the 4x400m relay. Johnson chose to end his career
after his double Olympic gold medal effort at the 2000 Olympic Games, finishing his
career with an impressive total of 19 championship gold medals, 0 bronze, and
0 silver.
Since retiring Michael has achieved success across a number of commercial
activities such as corporate motivational speaking and sports consultancy.
In Britain he has become a familiar face on television as a commentator and analyst
for BBC Sport. He first worked with the BBC at the 2000 Olympics and has been an
essential part of the BBC at every major international athletics events since. In 2002,
Johnson was awarded the Television Pundit of the Year Award by the
Royal Television Society.
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Diane-Louise Jordan
Presenter ‘Songs of Praise’

Category: Factual and Arts TV
Contact: c/o Songs of Praise
BBC Manchester
Diane Louise Jordan is one of the most popular presenters of BBC ONE's Songs of
Praise. Once described as a "presenter across boundaries", Diane has worked on
programmes as diverse as Dream Ticket, Bright Sparks and All That Matters.
For over six years, she was a presenter on the long-running BBC ONE children's
programme Blue Peter. Diane has worked on several special broadcasts including
Diana, One Year On, which included an exclusive interview with the late Princess'
mother, The Hon Frances Shand Kydd. More recently, she presented a poignant
Songs Of Praise from New York in the wake of September 11th. She also holds a
unique Songs of Praise record for 45 minutes of non-stop jiving for the camera on a
weekday morning. Diane is a motivational speaker who is enthusiastically received
on the corporate market and has just finished writing a book entitled How To
Succeed As a Single Parent, due to be published later this year. Diane has a degree
in Theatre Arts and spent six years on the road touring with theatre companies and
appearing in plays such as Pygmalion and A Midsummer Night's Dream. She
devotes many tireless hours to her charities, all of which reflect issues close to her
heart. She is Vice-President of NCH Action Trust for Children and Patron of many
other organisations including The Oasis Trust, Mildmay Hospital and Jeans For
Genes. Her wide-ranging appeal was a deciding factor in Chancellor Gordon Brown's
invitation for her to sit on the Diana, Princess of Wales Memorial Committee - the
only TV celebrity asked to do so. She is also very proud to be one of the trustees for
the BBC's long-running Children In Need Appeal.
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Jacqui Joseph
Newsreader

Category: News and Current Affairs
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.indepenttalent.com
Jacqui started in the industry as a DJ for a London based pirate radio station. She
has since worked closely with GMTV, on many different strands, including Hollywood
Gossip, which took her to LA and travel features around the world. In 2000 Jacqui
presented 30 Minutes for Carlton Central, the episode, Driving Force, won great
critical acclaim and an award for News/Current Affairs Programme of the Year.
Jacqui has remained true to her radio routes, in 2000 she took on LBC’s live 3-hour
weekly show, London Times, and has since co-presented on LDN with Jono
Coleman.
Television
2007
This Morning (showbiz presenter) – ITV1
1999-06
GMTV (travel presenter) – ITV1
2006
Discovery Travel and Living (presenter) – Discovery
2005
Wife Swap: The Aftermath (Presenter) – RDF for E4
2005
Weddings Live! (Presenter) – Mandrill TV for Discovery
2005
Room 2B You (Devised and Presented) – Discovery Home and Health
2003-05
Action! (Presenter) – Community Channel
2002
Big Strong Boys (Presenter) – BBC1
2002
Black Plus Awards (co-host) – LWT
2001
Lorraine (presenter) – Sky One
2000
30 Minutes – Carlton for ITV1
2000-2
Nightlife – LWT for ITV1
2000
020 (Fronted the film section) – LWT for ITV1
2000
Artworks (presenter) – LWT for ITV1
2000
Carlton Central (presenter) – Carlton
1999
Wired – Carlton for ITV1
2000
GMTV Café – ITV1
1999
Lorraine Live – ITV1
1999
Elephant Night (presenter) – ITV2
1997- 88
Bloomberg Entertainment – Bloomberg
Radio
2005
Jono Coleman Show (co-presenter) – LDN London
2000
London Times (Presenter) – LBC
1993-95
Where It’s At (Presenter) – Pirate radio Station
Voice Overs / Narration
2006
Cocktail Kings (Travel & Cocktail series) for Discovery Worldwide
2005-6
Living Etc (Interior design series) Discovery Travel & Living
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Julian Joseph
Presenter, Radio 3

Category: Radio 3
Agent: James Joseph Music Management
T: 020 8133 0849
W: www.jamesjoseph.co.uk
Julian Joseph presents Jazz Legends on BBC Radio 3 on Fridays at 4.00pm.
He grew up amongst a strong crop of British jazz musicians, spending two years as a
teenager attending jazz workshops at the Weekend Arts College in London before
taking up a scholarship in 1985 at the Berklee School of Music in Boston,
Massachusetts. It was whilst he was at Berklee that he met the Marsalis Brothers
and enjoyed an international 'coming of age' as pianist in Branford's Quartet, touring
the US and Canada in the company of such artists as Wynton Marsalis, Bobby
McFerrin and Joe Williams.
In 1990, Julian re-entered what had become a thriving jazz scene back in the UK,
populated by such artists as Courtney Pine, Jason Rebello, Cleveland Watkiss,
Steve Williamson and Orphy Robinson.
Julian is the leader of his own trio, quartet, eight-piece forum project and big band.
As composer and improviser and as project innovator he has carved out a unique
position for himself at the forefront of the international jazz scene - not only as a
performing musician but also as an ambassador for his art.
Julian has played a substantial role in breaking down the artificial barriers between
classical and jazz music. With his own blend of style and influences and by way of
his innovative projects at classical venues and with musicians from all disciplines, he
has established himself as one of the most significant international voices of jazz,
today and for the future. He has played a leading role in the launch of the Associated
Board's New Jazz Syllabus, which incorporates one of his own compositions, and he
is a patron of the Jazz Development Trust, which was established in 1998.
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Tasmin Lucia Khan
Presenter, BBC Three

Category: BBC Three/ News
Agent: Self represented
W: www.tasmin.tv
E: info@tasmin.tv
Tasmin is one of the new faces of BBC Three's innovative 60seconds news bulletins.
Tasmin's presenting career began in 2000 at the Zee TV Network as entertainment presenter
and news reporter. Later she hosted her own talk show interviewing celebrities from the world
of film, music and business.
She was also the London correspondent for PTV Prime, reporting the UK's top news stories
to a worldwide audience.
Tasmin graduated from Oxford University with an honours degree in Politics, Philosophy and
Economics. She was a keen debater at Oxford where she specialised in International
Relations and Economics.
In addition to 60seconds, Tasmin will also present Entertainment 24 on BBC News 24.
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Saira Khan
Presenter

Category: Factual/ factual features/ business
Agent: Richard Stone Partnership
T: 020 7497 0849
W: www.vivienneclore.com
Expert businesswoman Saira Khan has presented BBC1’s Beat The Boss, the show
is heralded in Broadcast Magazine as the Number 1 children's programme! Saira
has also recently filmed Saira Khan: Saving Turtles for the BBC’s Saving Planet
Earth series and has filmed two one hour documentaries for BBC 2 called Saira
Khan’s Pakistan Adventure.
Saira shot to fame in the first series of the smash hit BBC 2 TV Series The
Apprentice and has since taken the UK by storm.
In 2006 Saira presented on the BBC 1 daytime series called Temper your Temper,
which transmitted in the autumn, as well as hosting the first series of BBC 1’s Beat
The Boss. She was a regular columnist for the second series of The Apprentice as
well as being snapped up by the Daily Mirror where she was given her own column,
Saira Sorts it.
Saira is a regular face on TV and has presented on various BBC and ITV
programmes such as: Tonight with Trevor McDonald, Behind the Veil and This Week
with Andrew Neil where her piece on Muslim extremism in Britain was applauded by
the media. Saira is popular with GMTV and Breakfast News and is a popular
contributor on these programmes.
Saira has also written a self help book, "P.U.S.H. For Success", published by
Vermillion – part of the prestigious Random House stable. The title has become a
best selling self-help book.
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Rani Khanijau
Presenter

Category: CBBC
Agent: Unique
T: 020 8987 6400
W: www.talent4media.com
Rani Khanijau joined CBBC in 2004 but she is not a stranger to children's television.
Rani has presented lots of different children's shows for Disney, Channel 5
and Nickelodeon.
Her first appearance on CBBC was when she co-presented a new kids' reality show
Best of Friends with CBBC favourite Abs. She has become a popular face on The
CBBC Channel where she presents links between programmes.
Rani comes from Liverpool where she was born and bred.
She is fluent in Punjabi. One of her biggest ambitions is to work with an elephant
orphanage in Sri Lanka.
She would also love to run a marathon but at the moment she's too busy doing DIY!
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Dr Anjana Khatwa
Presenter

Category: Science and Environment
Contact: Arlington Enterprises.
Email: fiona@arlington-enterprises.co.uk
Tel: 020 7580 0702

Dr Anjana Khatwa is an Earth Scientist specialising in communicating ideas
about geology, geomorphology and processes that form natural landscapes to
a wide range of audiences. She works along the Jurassic Coast World
Heritage Site in East Devon and Dorset as the Education Coordinator with
the Jurassic Coast Team. Born and brought up in Slough, Anjana is proud
of her cultural heritage which has roots in Rajasthan, India and Nairobi,
Kenya. She has succeeded in breaking through many barriers and obstacles
to become a leading woman in her field, promoting the value of geology
and natural heritage on a world-wide scale.
Anjana will be appearing as a Regular Contributor on a new BBC 2 series,
Fossil Detectives due on our screens later this year, and has worked as a
contributor for the BBC Radio 4 "Men of Stone" series and BBC 2 Nature's
Calendar.
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Myleene Klass
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: Shalit Global
T: 020 7462 9060
W: www.shalitglobal.com
Myleene began playing the piano and her grandfather's violin at age of four. She
studied Voice at the Guildhall School of Music and, after completing her studies,
Myleene won a scholarship to the Royal Academy of Music where she later
graduated. Work as a session musician and singer quickly followed, leading to
Myleene’s West End debut, joining the cast of “Miss Saigon. Myleene first shot into
public consciousness in 2001 during the ITV1 series 'Popstars'. She was chosen to
become one of five members of the controversial yet incredibly successful reality pop
band, Hear'Say. Hear’Say’s first single “Pure and Simple” entered the charts at No.1,
going on to sell over 1 million copies.
Her first TV role was presenting the hit ITV1 Saturday morning music show “cd:uk”,!
Myleene hosted the show for six consecutive months interviewing a broad range of
top music names from 50 Cent to Westlife. 2006 saw presenting roles on BBC1’s
“Heaven and Earth Show”, the BBC’s coverage of “The Proms”, “GMTV”, The All Star
Talent Show” on Channel 5 and “Ghost Towns” for Living TV and, of course ‘The
One Show
Myleene took on one of her biggest challenges spending three weeks in the
Australian jungle as part of ITV1’s massive show “I’m A Celebrity Get Me Out Of
Here”. 2007 saw the launch of her own movie show on the prestigious worldwide
channel CNN International. “The Screening Room”. In addition to her television
roles, Myleene also host her own Sunday evening national radio show on Capital
With her exotic looks (her mother is Filipino, her father Austrian/English), her
extraordinary talent, and her passion for the entertainment industry, Myleene is a girl
made more articulate and feisty by her experiences.
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Jessie Klass
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: Blackburn Sachs Associates
T: 020 7292 7576
W: www.blackburnsachsassociates.com
Jessie is ideal for the youth and music market; she is young, bright and a natural
presenter.
She has gained invaluable experience presenting on youth programmes for ITV1 and
a BBC3 series, as well as guest spots on Disney, Nickelodeon and Channel Five’s
Milkshake!, working with both scripted and unscripted material.
Jessie recently presented the entertainment 3G broadcasts for Enteraction TV
programming.
Jessie comes from a strong musical background and is classically trained in singing,
piano and violin. She is passionate for all forms of music and teaches singing and
music to Stage School students aged between 4 and 17.
Her career in media began in production. Jessie researched and worked on several
projects, which led to her developing and eventually presenting her ideas.
Jessie is also an experienced voice over artist and her chatty nature has helped
involve her with a range of radio programmes too. She has also appeared in plays
and musicals.
Jessie’s exotic looks come from her unique mixed parentage - she is one quarter
Filipino, one quarter Spanish and a quarter Austrian. She has modeled for
magazines and TV adverts for products ranging from skin and hair care to mobile
phones.
She speaks French and German and is currently learning Russian. She also loves
movies, travelling and is a big reader. Jessie is energetic, engaging and definitely
one to watch.
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Katie Knapman
Presenter

Category: Factual
Contact: Hilary Arlington Enterprises
Email: hilary@arlington-enterprises.co.uk
Tel: 020 7580 0702
Katie is a presenter with 10 years experience behind and in front of the camera
working in live television, factual programmes, science and education. Her presenting
credits include Time Team's Big Roman Dig, Tomorrow's World, Holiday and Rolf's
Big Event. This year she will be part of the reporting team of BBC’s new evening
edition of Countryfile.
Before starting her career in TV, Katie read Human Sciences at St.John's College,
Oxford. She went on to take a postgraduate diploma in documentary filmmaking at
the Centre for Journalism Studies in Cardiff.
As well as being an experienced reporter, Katie is a valuable member of any
production team and has worked as a production assistant, assistant producer and
researcher. Her interests include mountain climbing and hill walking, popular science,
journalism, physical geography and travel.
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Beverley Knight
Singer, Songwriter, Record Producer and Radio
Host

Category: Entertainment
Agent: DWL
T: 020 7436 5529
W: www.dwl.uk.net
Soul Diva Beverley Knight was born in 1972 and grew up in Wolverhampton. Like
many other famous soul queens, she began singing in school and church choirs.
Now she is a successful UK R&B singer/songwriter.
Beverley took the UK soul scene by storm in 1995 with her debut album B-Funk,
which included hits such as 'Moving on Up' and the classic hit single ‘Flavour of the
old school’. Beverley gained an international fanbase in more than 20 countries with
fans as far afield as Australia and Brazil.
1998 saw the release of the hugely successful second album Prodigal Sista which
broke her out the UK soul diva stereo type and put Beverley in a class of her own.
Featured tracks included 'Sista Sista' and ‘Made it Back’ which became a massive
club hit.
In 1999 Beverley Knight triumphed at the MOBO Awards winning Best R&B artist and
Best Album for ‘Prodigal Sista’.
Beverley, who has been inspired by soul sensations such as Aretha Franklin and
Chaka khan, enjoys singing live in front of a captive audience.
Her celebrity following includes David Bowie, and Jamiroquai. Jay Kay even asked
Beverley to guest on two of the tracks from his album ‘A funk Odyssey’ and to
support him on his UK tour.
Beverley describes singing her track 'Greatest Day' in front of Nelson Mandela, at the
South African freedom day in London, as one of her most memorable moments.
Another includes singing Happy Birthday for legendary Mohammed Ali.
After taking a break from the music business Beverley Knight is back. With the long
awaited album 'Who I Am', british soul and R 'n' B fans will agree the soul sista is
sounding even better than ever.
Beverley has come a long way from a woman in Wolverhampton who dared to have
a dream.
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Ras Kwame
Presenter, Radio 1 and 1Xtra

Category: Radio 1; 1Xtra
Agent: c/o 1Xtra Publicity
T: 020 7765 2627
Ras Kwame came into the music industry as a club DJ playing hip hop, R'n'B and
reggae in the early Nineties. Ras soon progressed to promoting for Kiss FM's
groundbreaking Starlight Club night and the Mean Fiddler's Subterranea club,
bringing over talent from the US and promoting local talent.
The Subterranea gigs saw Ras take control of the turntables for artists such as Gang
Starr, Public Enemy, Wu Tang Clan, The London Posse and the Fugees.
Ras founded West London's Sugar Shack record shop in 1993 and from 1994 to
2000 he had formed Baby Shack Recordings and his UK Garage production outfit
M-Dubs.
As a garage producer Ras made several innovative underground club anthems for
the flourishing UKG scene, such as Over Here featuring Ritchie Dan, Bump and
Grind featuring Lady Saw and the underground smash Body Killin by The Vincent
Alvis Project.
In 2001 Kwame launched the International Rude Bwoy Recordings operation. The
label maintains a UK black music output with a variety of styles ranging from hip hop
to garage.
Ras joined 1Xtra at launch in 2002 bringing listeners 100% Homegrown every
Sunday evening. The highly influential show is dedicated wholly to championing the
sound of UK black music and has provided a live platform for talent and given major
support to new acts like Lethal B, Skinnyman and Estelle. Ras's show continues to
cause a stir across the country with DJs, producers, A&Rs, signed and unsigned
talent, all tuning in to hear the sounds of the UK underground. bbc.co.uk/1Xtra also
has an Ask Ras section where young budding musicians can request answers to
their questions.
In 2004 Ras won Best Radio DJ at the Urban Music Awards. In the same year he
started a new music show called Showtime with Ras Kwame on Channel U. Ras
remains an influential and active figure in the music industry, with an
ever-increasing DJ/ hosting schedule on a national and international level.
In February 2005 Ras became one of the three hosts for OneMusic.
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Kwame Kwei-Armah
Presenter

Category: Arts/ factual
Agent: United Agents Ltd
T: 020 3214 0800
W: www.unitedagents.co.uk
Kwame Kwei-Armah travels to South Africa to present Songs Of African Praise to
reflect on the pivotal role that music and songs play in African people's lives and
spirituality as part of BBC ONE's Africa Season this summer.
He's a regular presenter on BBC TWO's Culture Show and cultural critic on BBC
TWO's Newsnight Review. But he's perhaps best known for his role as the
paramedic Finley Newton in BBC ONE's Casualty, a role he played from 1999 to
2004, and for taking part in Comic Relief's 2003 Celebrity Fame Academy - he may
not have won the show but he did win a recording contract and many admirers for his
soul vocals.
Outside TV, Kwame is a prolific stage actor and playwright. His play Elmina's Kitchen
won The Evening Standard's Charles Wintour Award for Most Promising Playwright
and was nominated for a Laurence Olivier award for Best New Play 2003. It was
produced and aired on BBC Radio 3 and BBC FOUR. His latest play, Fix Up, opened
at the National Theatre in December 2004 to rave reviews.
Kwame was born Ian Roberts in 1967 in South London to West Indian parents who'd
immigrated from Grenada. He changed his name after researching his genealogy
and discovering that Roberts was the name of a Scots slave-master which had been
given to his family after the abolition of slavery in 1833. He traced his ancestors to
Ghana and reclaimed the family name. He says he was an angry young man at the
time and this decision upset his parents, but he didn't want to pass on a heritage of
slavery to his own children. Once he'd changed his name he was able to focus his
energies on a positive future rather than a negative past.
Kwame says television inspired him to become a writer. As a young man he was very
influenced by the 1970 TV series Roots which politicised him and first inspired him to
trace his African ancestry. "Roots changed the whole image of the African from
someone who had a bone through his nose, running through the jungle getting
beaten up by Tarzan, to Kunta Kinte, who was a proud African." He's recently been
writing a drama for the BBC, a film script for Film Four and has completed a Masters
degree in screenwriting. Kwame was writer in residence at the Bristol Old Vic (19992001) where they produced his drama A Bitter Herb and two productions of his
musical Blues Brother Soul Sister.The Belgrade Coventry produced his adaptation of
Cyrano De Bergerac, simply entitled Big Nose.
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L Double
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: c/o 1Xtra Publicity
T: 020 7765 2627
Known to most as a DJ, producer and hard core Manchester United Fan, L Double
was one of the first main heads in the drum & bass scene.
Huddersfield-born L Double has a real passion for music. He got his first big break
through the hip hop scene when on tour with European DMC Scratch Champion,
DJ Trix. By the Nineties L Double had UK top 30 success as a member of the cult
house group, Unique 3.
L Double set up his own label, Flex, when faced with the issues of the commercial
music industry. Flex enabled him to do what he loved most: creating music for the
underground.
L Double's Galaxy 105FM drum & bass show, The Flex Connection, gave DJs a
platform in the north, coupled with Flex events and residencies at STUSH, guest
slots at the legendary AWOL and organised NY SUSHI's and many other
surrounding area's first ever D&B events.
Now London based, L Double can be heard at all the main London drum & bass
haunts such as Fabric & herbal and continues to play throughout the country.
Regularly playing in the United States, Canada, Asia, Australia and Europe, he is
respected by the international press and reviewers.
In 2001, L Double headlined the Brazilian Greenpeace debut event in Manus,
Ecosystem 1.0 and 2.0, which led to a campaign to ban the European mahogany
trade.
L Double hosts 1Xtra's weekly drum & bass show, Connexions, broadcasting new
talent from the UK underground and the rest of the globe.
Guests on the show so far include: Red One; DJ Hype; Total Science; Ed Rush &
Optical; Adam F; Simon Bassline Smith; Bryan Gee; DJ Sappo; Bad Company; and
Andy C.
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Jason Lai
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: Classical Music
Contact Craig Latto, RDF Management
Email: craig.latto@bbc.co.uk
T: 020 7317 2249
Born in the UK Jason Lai began his musical studies at the age of eleven and was
awarded a scholarship to Chetham’s School of Music, Manchester, to study cello with
Raphael Wallfisch and Gillian Thoday. In 1993 he was awarded a Hadow
Scholarship to read music and composition at Oxford University. He was also
appointed Music Director of the Oxford University Philharmonia which gave him his
first chances to conduct major repertoire. He completed his studies at the Guildhall
School of Music and Drama, London, studying composition with Robert Saxton and
was appointed Fellow in Conducting. A cellist, pianist and composer by training
Jason Lai first came to notice as one the leading lights in a new generation of young
conductors after the BBC Philharmonic voted him the winner of the BBC Young
Conductors Workshop.
His successful tenure as Assistant Conductor to the BBC Philharmonic from 20022005 gave him the opportunity to work closely with principal conductor Gianandrea
Noseda, and to conduct the other BBC orchestras and BBC Singers in various
concerts and recordings which have been broadcast on Radio 3. He made his BBC
Proms debut with the BBC Philharmonic in 2003. He has conducted numerous
orchestras including the Royal Philharmonic, London Symphony Orchestra, Scottish
Chamber Orchestra and the Ulster Orchestra. As a composer he was a finalist in the
BBC Young Composers Award (1994) where his piece Synopsis was performed by
London Sinfonietta, other pieces premieres have been given by Philharmonia
Ensemble and the BBC Singers. Jason has an M.Mus in composition from the
Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London.
As a broadcaster Jason has appeared on the panel of BBC Young Musician of the
Year competition and was a judge in the recent BBC2 classical talent show Classical
Star. He was one of the conducting mentors in the BBC2 series Maestro which aired
in August 2008 and won the competition with his celebrity student comedienne Sue
Perkins.
Television Credits: Maestro, Blue Peter Proms, Classical Star, Young Conductors
Workshop, Young Musician Of The Year.
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Riz Lateef
Presenter

Category: News
Agent: Noel Gay
T: 020 7836 3941
W: www.noelgay.com
Riz Lateef is the main presenter of the BBC London TV News programme.
She has been a presenter/reporter for the BBC's regional news programme in the
north east & Cumbria. As a reporter for BBC One's Breakfast News programme she
worked on a wide range of stories from the aftermath of 911 to arts and culture.
She has also presented BBC Two's half-hour documentary 'East' looking at the
political state of Pakistan.
Although a born and bred Londoner - one of her passions is travelling and she has
been a guest presenter for BBC One's Holiday Programme in 2003 and 2004. She
says 'it's a tough job...and everyone would love to do it! Another passion - is a love of
food and eating out ...so all restaurant tips (pardon the pun) gratefully received!
Before training as a journalist Riz was a management consultant working in
broadcasting for several years and was named as one of the television industry's
'young hotshots' by Broadcast magazine in 1998. She also has a Masters in
Business Administration (MBA) from a leading business school.
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Marcel Lawson
Presenter

Category: Radio/ entertainment
Agent: Self represented
E: marcel.lawson@yahoo.co.uk
Currently on Radio 1 hosting weekend shows Marcel started working as a DJ doing
weekly radio shows at 14 years old. He started work as a DJ in clubs before he was
old enough to buy a drink at the bar! At 17 Marcel was commissioned by Sony Music
to make two mixtapes which were sold internationally and in the UK. Working as the
warm up DJ for artists such as Wyclef Jean, Kanye West, Nas and Ghostface Killer
as well as interviewing some of the worlds hottest artist has all help to solidify his
emergence as one of the UK’s most credible up and coming DJ’s.
After completing a BA Honours degree in Sociology from Goldsmiths College,
University of London Marcel took his social, research and interviewing skills and went
on to interview acts like Lemar, Estelle, Kano and many more. Due to Marcel’s talent
and determination his future looks very positive and last year he was nominated for
Best Underground DJ and the Urban Music Awards 2006.
Television and Radio
2004 – 06
Its Real TV. Interviewing music acts around the UK including Estelle, Lemar
and Terri Walker.
2004
Sky News. Documentary piece on Pirate Radio.
Current
Radio 1 Unit Base Assistant; music reporting, audio editing, preparation of
programmes presentation and support material.
2007
BBC Asian Network. Hype Mix Challenge
2006
Radio 1 & 1Xtra (Newsbeat & TXU) Broadcast Journalist interviews, Voice
overs, script writing, editing and production.
2005
Kiss 100. DJ and Presenter.
2002 – 05
University Radio. Produced and presented own radio show for the University
and local area.
1997 – 2006
Community Radio Broadcaster and Journalist.
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Letitia
Presenter, Radio 1 and 1Xtra

Category: Radio 1; 1Xtra
Agent: ITM London
T: 020 7927 6222
W: www.itmlondon.com
Letitia is one of radio's brightest young stars presenting the weekend afternoon
shows on 1Xtra and from April 2005, Radio 1's Sunday Surgery. Recently, Letitia
has also fronted a number of documentaries including RnB Divas for the BBC World
Service plus Deathstars, Black Music Icons and Marvin Gaye
for 1Xtra.
She was also the co-host of the Urban Music Festival stage alongside Trevor Nelson
last summer.
From an early age Letitia always wanted to work in the music industry. Her teenage
years were spent in a variety of bands playing a wide range of music. Whilst doing a
sound engineering course, Letitia took up jobs working in bars, most notably The
Blue Note in London's Hoxton Square. Her passion for the music scene and her
strong business mind made sure that she was soon running her own club night called
Everything or Nothing.
Artists booked for this night included Finley Quaye, Bad Company, Scratch Perverts,
Textonic and Dark Angel. As well as running her own club night, Letitia got involved
with live PAs and promoting artists from surrounding universities and colleges.
It was only a matter of time before she was headhunted and Letitia found herself
promoting Open at Charing Cross. Using her experience gained in club promotions,
she started working for Electric PR whose clients included M J Cole, Roni Size and V
Recordings.
Letitia is now focusing on her broadcasting and voice-over career, which is going
from strength to strength. She has hosted live high profile events for the BBC, The
London Metropolitan Police at the Tate Modern and Search For A Star for Top Of the
Pops Magazine.
Letitia is also becoming a familiar voice on television and radio and can be heard on
Trouble TV, BBC THREE, BBC ONE and Radio Five Live.
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Jason Lewis
Comedian

Category: Entertainment and Comedy
Agent: Richard Stone Partnership
T: 020 7497 0849
W: www.vivienneclore.com
After wowing audiences throughout 2006 and 2007 with his stand-up performances,
Jason has dedicated much of this year to working on his digital show piece, The
Jason Lewis Experience; a unique presentation of sketch comedy at its best, looking
at real life situations with a humorous twist.
Jason had not always planned to fall into comedy. He was aware of his natural ability
to bring a smile to any face, but his forte was always within acting where he trained at
the Anna Scher Theatre for 6 years as a professional actor and constructed an award
winning one man show, “Black O’ Rama” at the Anna Scher Festival of Plays. As an
actor, writer and comedian Jason clearly displays versatility within his work.
To date, The Jason Lewis Experience has received rave reviews. The controversial
sketch, “Black Boys”, a spoof music video, which pokes fun at certain individuals
within the entertainment industry, was an instant hit with viewers, prompting interest
from MTV Base, Channel 4 and The Voice newspaper. The response to his work was
so much so that Jason landed a role on The Andi O Show, on E4 (part of the E4
comedy season a.k.a “Funny Cuts”) and he was also given a cameo role in
Adulthood, the sequel to the UK feature film Kidulthood.
Jason is currently working on a project with MTV Base, which will be aired later this
year.
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Lisa-Marie Long
Presenter

Category: Features
Agent: Blackburn Sachs Associates
T: 020 7292 7576
W: www.blackburnsachsassociates.com
Feisty, sassy, smart and with a hint of mischief, Lisa-Marie has a thirst for knowledge
and a warm and confident presenting style. You can currently catch Lisa-Marie
presenting European and Celebrity Golf formats for Sky Sports and worldwide, as
well as various World class Poker and Bowling tournaments for Matchroom Sport.
Previous experience includes Industry endorsed channel Eat Cinema, Sky favourite
Sky Vegas Live, ETV channel The Great Big British Quiz’ and numerous corporate
clients. Lisa-Marie is an intelligent, quick-witted and reliable presenter who thrives on
new challenges, has stacks of positive energy and can turn her hand to anything.
With over 3000 hours of live, interview, auto-cue and pre-recorded television
experience as well as journalistic training, Lisa-Marie would be an asset to any
project.
Born in Portsmouth, England, Lisa-Marie studied film and media at Highbury College
and embarked on a City & Guilds in TV and radio production, Print Journalism and
Media Law, before completing a B-tech in Performing Arts and acting classes at
AFTRS in Australia.
With her half-Thai ethnicity and propensity for shoe-shopping, Lisa-Marie seems
every inch the girly girl until you find out that she loves nothing more than throwing
herself out of a perfectly serviceable aeroplane, playing Texas Hold ‘em Poker,
snowboarding, scuba –diving, and travelling off the beaten track. As well as being a
self-confessed adrenaline junkie, Lisa-Marie admits to being a closet Sci-fi fanatic
and has a diverse list of interests including movies, music, extreme sports.
Television
PGA Europro Golf Tour
Overseas Property TV
PartyPoker.net
World Open III
World Ten pin Masters
Sir Bobby Robson Celebrity Classic
Sky Vegas Live
Eat Cinema
The Great Big British Quiz
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Mr Gee
Presenter

Category: Music/Arts/Comedy
Contact: Matt Nichols at 6th Vision
T: 0207 221 4592
Email: matt@6thvision.com
Mr Gee is currently supporting Russell Brand on his UK stand up tour, with his
unique blend of comedy and poetry. Prior to this he took the world of theatre by storm
by bringing his unique style of poetry and comedy and narrating the hit West-End
musical Into The Hoods.
From humble beginnings as a Hip-Hop DJ, Mister Gee honed his spoken word skills
as the host of the renowned performance poetry club Brix-Tongue and Straight outta
Shoreditch and is now one of the stars of the UK poetry scene. He has performed at
the New York Nuyorican Poets Café and the Black Lily night in Philadelphia (home to
Jill Scott and the Roots), as well as at the Edinburgh Fringe and the Latitude
Festivals. His album Poetry in the Key of Gee was released to critical acclaim.
Gee was guest presenter for the 'London Diaspora' show on Resonance FM where
he interviewed underground poets about their work & inspirations.
He went on to host SONY award nominated series, 'Bespoken Word,' on Radio 4, the
first BBC series dedicated to modern performance poetry. A keen cultural
commentator and proponent of youth issues Mr Gee also reviews the newspapers
and speaks on current issues on BBC Radio London.
Gee also a co-winner of a Sony Gold Award for Radio as the resident
poet/commedien on the now defunct Russell Brand Show on BBC Radio 2.
On top of this, Gee runs hugely popular poetry workshops for students and other
groups. He recently ran a very successful workshop for the inmates of Feltham
Prison. The Times describe Gee as charming and politically articulate' :The Times
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Carol Machin
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: First Artist Management
T: 020 7096 9999
W: www.firstartist.co.uk
With boundless enthusiasm, great wit and an approachable nature - Carole Machin
has it all. Recently seen presenting on MTV’s The Music Factory, Entertainment
News for TMF and MTV as well as MTV Hits. Carole was in her element reporting
and researching the latest gossip in the music and entertainment world, her relaxed
style is perfect when interviewing music and film’s biggest stars. She feels completely
at home in a live environment and is ideal for red carpet events and press junkets.
Carole presents Cool in Your Code a series of podcasts for the Times Online where
she reveals everything that’s hot, new and undiscovered in your very own postcode!
Presenting at London’s food festival Taste of London was a highlight for Carole, she
was in her element interviewing, eating and causing mischief in the kitchens along
with top chefs.
It is likely you’ve seen Carole’s outgoing persona through a variety of television
commercials, which ranged from jumping out of bed for “Nescafe” and generally
turning on her charm as a naughty “Pringles” pleasure girl…
Carole’s other recent programmes have included Thomas Cook Travel and Channel
4’s Quiz Call. She also was there to capture the reactions from the public when
England won the 2012 Olympic bid.
Having gained a post-graduate diploma in Musical Theatre, Carole felt extremely
comfortable joining the cast of “Joseph and his Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat.
Carole’s television career started as a researcher and assistant director on Hollyoaks
and Grange Hill. She was approached to screen test for Channel 4’s “The Machine”
and quickly realised that presenting was her passion.
Touring the Falkland Islands with the Military, traveling around Australia, sky - diving,
rock climbing, white water rafting and many other terrifying activities, she loves a
challenge and is prepared to have a go at anything! To complete the package…
Carole is also a trained dancer.
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Aasmah Mir
Radio Five Live presenter

Category: Five Live
Agent: c/o Five Live
Aasmah Mir presents the Weekend News on Radio Five Live, Saturdays and
Sundays, 8.00-10.00pm.
Aasmah began her career in broadcasting aged 21 when she started reading the
news for Scottish Television until 1995.
She then went on to work for the Daily Record and Sunday Mail, and presented a
documentary for BBC TWO called East in 1996.
She was a current affairs producer at BBC Radio Scotland for two years, leaving in
1998 to become a reporter for Central TV in Nottingham.
In 1999, Aasmah moved to London as a producer for GLR (now BBC London) and
started doing freelance news reading shifts for Five Live. She joined the station
full-time in July 2001.
Aasmah was born on 7 October 1971 and was brought up in Glasgow.
She graduated from Bristol University with an honours law degree in 1993. She
supports Celtic, and her first match was the Coca Cola Cup Final in 1994 when they
were beaten by so-called minnows Raith Rovers.
Apart from watching any football match at all on TV, she always has her head in
a book.
Her favourite pastime is babysitting her nephews who live in Glasgow, or pottering
around in her garden. She lives in north London.
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Maria Misra
Presenter/Historian

Category: Factual/History
Contact: Sue Ayton at Knight Ayton
T: 020 7836 5333
Email: info@knightayton.co.uk

Maria Misra teaches history at Oxford University. She recently wrote and presented
the Channel 4 series An Indian Affair. She is a regular contributor to the Saturday
Review on Radio 4 and has appeared on Question Time.

Maria is also an experienced after dinner speaker and lecturer.
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Garron Mitchell
Presenter

Category: Factual features/Youth/Entertainment
Agent: John Noel Management
T: 020 7428 8400
W: www.johnnoelmanagement.com
This year sees Garron presenting ‘Q Jumper’ a strand for the newly launched Yahoo
Music broadband site. While scouring the queues of Britain’s hottest gigs, Garron’s
mission is to find the most die hard fans and pit them against each other in a series
of tasks. The winner gets to live out their fantasy and meet their idols.
Garron has also featured on Sky One’s new youth show, Whatever. Garron went out
and about, covering an array of events around Europe including the IPSO Extreme
Sports Showcase in Munic and the Isle of Wight festival.
Garron has always been passionate about the arts and spent most of his early
yearsattending his local drama school. This led to parts in Eastenders and The Bill.
When he isn’t presenting Garron enjoys nothing more than kicking back and listening
to some 80s soul groove or indulging in the restful art of speed climbing.
Television and Internet
Q Jumper – Yahoo Music
Whatever - Sky One
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Clive Myrie
Paris Correspondent

Category: News
Agent: Self represented
E: clive.myrie@bbc.co.uk
Clive Myrie has been the BBC's Paris Correspondent since January 2006, reporting
on events across Europe.
In 2004, Clive worked as the BBC's Washington Correspondent for two years.
Prior to this role he was the BBC's Asia Correspondent from 2002 to 2004.
Born in Bolton, Greater Manchester, Clive was educated at Hayward Grammar
School and graduated with an Honours degree in Law from the University of Sussex
in 1985.
He joined the BBC in 1988 as a reporter for Radio Bristol. After a year with
Independent Radio News, he returned to the BBC to work in regional journalism.
He became a News correspondent in 1992, and this has seen him travel all over the
world – from Tokyo to Los Angeles, Johannesburg to Singapore.
Clive has reported from more than 50 countries on some of the most important
events of the past decade.
These include the impeachment of President Clinton, the war in Kosovo, the
Palestinian Intifada and the fall of the Taleban in Afghanistan.
During the Iraq war of 2003 he was "embedded" with Royal Marines from 40
Commando, a unit of 3 Commando Brigade, part of the British Armed Forces.
Clive has won a number of awards, including a Golden Nymph at the Monte Carlo
Television Festival (2003) for his coverage of the Iraq war and a Screen Nations
Award for Services to Broadcast Journalism (2003).
He has also been nominated twice for the Bayeaux War Correspondents Award
(2001 and 2003) and for a Bafta Award (2000), as part of the BBC team covering the
floods in Mozambique.
Away from work, Clive enjoys the cinema and jazz.
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Lizo Mzimba
Presenter, Newsround

Category: BBC News 24
Agent: Self represented
E: lizo.mzimba@bbc.co.uk
Currently working for BBC News 24, Lizo made the leap from behind to in front of the
camera when he went from being an assistant producer to a reporter on Newsround
in 1998.
Before this, Lizo had been part of the BBC news trainee scheme and an assistant
producer on numerous CBBC series.
Originally from Birmingham, Lizo studied Medicine and Law at Birmingham University
before turning to journalism when he joined the BBC in 1994.
His years on Newsround have taken him to all four corners of the globe, bringing the
powerful stories that matter to young people to millions of Newsround viewers.
Among his filming assignments in 2005, he travelled to the scenes of devastation in
New Orleans to make a special Newsround programme about the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina and the effects on the children caught up in it.
A complete film buff, Lizo is known for his love of Star Wars and for his reports on
Harry Potter.
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Trevor Nelson
Presenter, Radio 1

Category: Radio 1
Agent: Money Management
T: 020 7287 2490
W: www.moneymanagementuk.com
Trevor Nelson began DJ'ing from an early age but his career really began when he
started up the Madhatter sound system, putting on big warehouse parties. It wasn't
long before he found himself DJ'ing on the then pirate Kiss FM on the graveyard
shift. Continuing his heavy DJ schedule he really made his name playing at the
infamous Soul II Soul Sunday night jam at the Africa Centre. The friendship he built
up with front man Jazzy B culminated in them working together, setting up the
second Soul II Soul shop in London.
In 1990 Kiss FM became legal and Trevor was offered a daytime show as well as
a directorship. In 1993 Trevor joined Cooltempo ( EMI records) as Club Promotions
Manager. The job saw him responsible for acts such as Arrested Development and
Gang Starr.
After ten years with Kiss FM, 1996 saw him move over to Radio 1 to present The
Rhythm Nation show. In just a year he began a second show on Saturday
afternoons as well as winning the award for DJ of the year at the MOBO awards. The
same year he released his first compilation - Pure grooves - for Telestar.
In February 1998 Trevor joined MTV as presented of their black music show The Lick
and in May that year he gained another show, The Lick Chart, on the channel.
In March 1999 Trevor's second major compilation album - INCredible sound of
Trevor Nelson - was released by Sony.That summer Trevor hosted his first stage at
Notting Hill Carnival with Radio 1 and by the end of the summer Trevor had scooped
his second MOBO award for Best DJ. Trevor has co-hosted the MOBO awards twice,
with the late Lisa 'left eye' Lopez in October 2000 and Kelis in October 2001. At the
end of 2000, he had started hosting his own music show, Trevor Nelson's Urban
Choice, on BBC TWO and the former BBC Choice.
Trevor continues to DJ across the UK and around the world, also to host major
events and TV shows across BBC channels, MTV, ITV and Channel 4 including The
Lowdown on BBC THREE, The Princes Trust Urban Music Festival and MTV Europe
Music Award both in 2004.
Trevor's passion and drive have enabled him to be one of the champions of R&B
music in the UK, and his increasing profile has made him a respected and valued
figure in the music industry across the world.
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Nesha
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: Self represented
E: neshanesha@hotmail.co.uk
"Radio is different because it's completely about your voice and character and
nothing to do with how you look." Nesha
Nesha was overheard singing by her boss and subsequently introduced to the owner
of Props Records. In 1998 she was offered a record deal and started work on her first
album. Her self-written first single What's It Gonna Be? dropped in 1999 and was an
instant underground smash.
It went to number four in the urban chart and was re-released in 2001 by
Relentless Records.
Her debut album Know My Name was released in September 2001 and since then
Nesha has clocked up more than 500 PAs supporting the likes of Nine Yards and
Shola Ama.
As well as being an accomplished performer, Nesha feels at home presenting
on radio.
Having already appeared on television shows and channels including MTV Base,
Top of the Pops at Play, Nickelodeon and Rapture TV, her dream of radio was
realised in 2001 when she got a job hosting a show on Horra FM.
In October 2002, Nesha sent in a demo for 1Xtra's Xtra Talent slot. She impressed
the producers and soon got the slot for two months on Sunday nights/Monday
mornings, 3.00-6.00am.
In August 2003, Nesha got the Saturday breakfast show slot (6.00-9.00am) - the
show saw her shine brightly as a broadcaster.
Only a year later, in August 2004, Nesha made a leap to the weekday afternoon slot
(3.00-5.00pm) which saw her co-host a fast-paced music show full of humour and
gossip with G Money.
Nesha says: "Presenting the weekday afternoon show with G Money is a massive
achievement for me. I would never have dreamt that this would be where I'd be
today. To be part of 1Xtra is a privilege. I'm looking forward to pushing back
the boundaries."
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Chi-chi Nwanoku MBE
Presenter, Radio 3 Requests

Category: Music
Agent: Self represented
W: www.chi-chinwanoku.com
Chi-chi Nwanoku was born in London of Nigerian and Irish parents, and is the oldest
of five children. She spent two years of her early childhood living in her fatherland,
Imo State, Nigeria, and continues to visit at every opportunity with her children.
At the age of seven she discovered music on a neighbour's piano, was so inspired by
its sounds and possibilities that she began her education as a classical musician.
A year later, ‘spotted' by an athletics coach, she took on intensive training as a 100metre sprinter, reaching competition at 'national' level within ten years, but this career
ended very abruptly following an unfortunate knee injury. Fortunately her other
passion as a classical pianist had continued alongside her athletics, and she was
able at the age of eighteen to take up the double bass and pursue a career in music.
Chi-chi studied at the Royal Academy of Music in London. Chi-chi has become one
of England’s most sought after Double Bassists, and has developed a worldwide
reputation as one of the finest exponents on her instrument today. She was made a
Fellow of the Royal Academy of Music in 1998 and awarded an MBE for ‘Services to
Music’ in the Queen's Birthday Honours 2001.
She is Principal Double Bass with the Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment (of
which she is also a founder member), and Endymion Ensemble, and appears with
numerous quartets and ensembles internationally. Her historical instrument is unique,
and made by Nicolas Amati (Cremona) dated 1631. She is Professor of Double Bass
Historical Studies at The Royal Academy of Music, Professor of Double Bass at
Trinity College of Music in London, and a visiting Professor for the National Youth
Orchestra of Great Britain.
Chi-chi compiled a varied solo programme for the BBC Radio 3 series ‘Tuning Up’,
which was selected for ‘Pick of the Week’. She has also been interviewed for
‘Woman’s Hour’, ‘Kaleidoscope’, and ‘Comparing Notes’. She was featured as a
soloist on a BBC 2 television series ‘Strings, Bows and Bellows’, and Channel 4
television’s ‘Shooting Stars’ in 1994/5.
She lives in London with her two lively children, Jacob and Phoebe, who through
their own shared interests have led Chi-chi back to 'the track' where she has begun
to compete over 100 metres again...as a veteran!
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Sanjida O’Connell
Presenter

Category: West Midlands
Agent: Jo Sarsby Personal Management
T: 0117 973 8589
W: www.josarsby.com
Having trained as a zoologist, Sanjida has produced and directed a diverse range of
science programmes and has begun, more recently, to work as a presenter.
Presenting credits include BBC1’s Natural History of Great Britain, The British Isles:
A User’s Guide (BBC4), Hands on Nature (BBC2). Recent projects include Nature’s
Calendar for BBC2 and the BBC’s Top 40 Nature’s Spectacles.
As a journalist, Sanjida contributes to The Times, Telegraph, Guardian, Independent,
BBC Focus and is the TV reviewer for BBC Wildlife magazine. She has also written
two novels, Angel Bird and Theory of Mind, which received the Betty Trask award for
romantic fiction, as well as two non-fiction books, Mindreading: How we learn to love
and lie and, most recently, Sugar: The Grass that Changed the World. She was
shortlisted for Asian Woman of Achievement in 2004.
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Miquita Oliver
Presenter

Category: Entertainment/ Music
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.independenttalent.com
Miquita was invited by a friend to screen test for a new Channel 4 music show whilst
still at school studying for her GCSE’s. At just 16 she began co-hosting T4’s
Popworld. Now an established face of Channel 4 she has over four years television
and radio broadcasting experience behind her.
As well as her Popworld shows Miquita has hosted a number of one off music and
film specials for Channel 4 – which have included her interviewing everyone from
Robert DeNiro and Martin Scorsese to Beyonce.
She regularly hosts both Saturday and Sunday mornings on T4 coverage and can be
seen during the Easter, Summer and Christmas Breaks hosting the T4 holiday
morning coverage with Steve Jones.
In 2003 Miquita moved into radio broadcasting with a weekend morning slot on the
BBC digital show 1Xtra.
Television
2005-07
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2000-05
Radio
2003

T4 (Presenter) – Channel 4
T4 Film Special: Ratatoullie – Channel 4
4Music Special: Scissor Sisters – Channel 4
Madagascar: T4 Movie Special – Channel 4
Sharks Tale: T4 Movie Special – Channel 4
4Music Special: Craig David – Channel 4
Over the Hedge: T4 Movie Special – Channel 4
4Music Special: Razorlight – Channel 4
4Music Special: Future Heads – Channel 4
Popworld Busted Special – Channel 4
Popworld McFly Special – Channel 4
Urban Music Festival – Channel 4
Popworld meets Beyonce Knowles – Channel 4
Popworld meets Justin Timberlake – Channel 4
Popworld (co-host) – Channel 4
OneClickMagazine and Playlist – BBC Radio 1
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Rageh Omar
Reporter/ presenter

Category: News and Current Affairs
Agent: Noel Gay Artists
T: 020 7836 3941
W: www.noelgay.com
Combined with his role for Al Jazeera where he presents a daily documentary strand
called Witness, Rageh has recently worked on a number of special programmes for
television and radio: Dead Sea Scrolls for BBC4 which was aired in December,
Welcome To Tehran (BBC4), and The Abolition of Slavery for BBC2. Rageh’s latest
book Only Half of Me: Being a Muslim in Britain was published in June 2006 and was
released in paperback in February of this year rose to prominence as the BBC’s man
in Baghdad; his reports from the beleaguered Iraqi capital became a regular feature
on news bulletins in the UK and around the world.
Rageh’s journalistic career began in 1990 as a trainee at The Voice newspaper in
Brixton before moving to City Limits Magazine. He then freelanced as a foreign
correspondent in Ethiopia, much of his work being broadcast by the
BBC World Service.
Rageh Omaar was educated at Cheltenham Boys College and later Oxford
University where he gained a BA Honours in Modern History.
Television
2007
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2006
2005
2005
98-Ongoing
2005
2005
2005
2005
2004
2004
2004
2004
1998
1997

Abolition of Slavery - BBC2, Presenting
Dead Sea Scrolls - BBC, Presenting
Question Time - BBC 1, Guest
Wright Stuff - Channel 5, Guest
The Miracles of Jesus – BBC, Presenter
Witness – Al Jazeera International, Presenter
The Real Story – BBC1, Presenter
7/7: A Test of Faith with Rageh Omaar – ITV 1, Presenter
Coping With the Tsunami - ITV1, Presenter
BBC News - Africa Correspondent
Africa Series – BBC, Interview with Nelson Mandela
Panorama: Knives – A Teenage War Zone – BBC, Presenter
Everyman: An Islamic History of Europe – BBC, Presenter
The Jonathon Dimbleby Programme – ITV, Guest
City Hospital – BBC, Presenter
D-Day Commemorative Programmes – Presenter
Test the Nation: The Test – BBC1, 2004, Celebrity Participant
Richard & Judy – Channel 4, Guest
BBC News – BBC, Developing World Correspondent
BBC News – BBC, Amman Correspondent
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Shefali Oza
Presenter, BBC Midlands Today

Category: West Midlands
Agent: Self represented
W: www.crystalbirdproductions.com
Shefali Oza is BBC Midlands Today's weather presenter.
She began working on the programme in January 1993 after being 'discovered' at an
audition day organised by the BBC's Multi-Cultural Programmes Unit, who were
looking for new presenters for Network East.
Shefali, who has a law degree and originally trained to be a solicitor, was spotted by
the then TV News Editor, Peter Lowe, and invited to join others being auditioned for
the new role of weather presenter on BBC Midlands Today.
Every weekday, she prepares for her TV forecasts by spending time at the Met Office
talking to meteorologists and writing her own scripts and storylines.
As well as her full nightly forecast on the programme, Shefali also presents a weather
bulletin on the lunchtime news.
Since 2003, Shefali stands in for main news presenter Suzanne Virdee on the
6.30pm programme, a role she really enjoys.
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Ian Palmer
Reporter / presenter

Category: News
Agent: Self represented
E: ian.palmer@bbc.co.uk
I have lived in the South East since 1997. My broadcasting career began by
accident - literally.
A few years ago I was knocked off my bike and sustained rather nasty injuries.
The money I received after the crash was spent funding my postgraduate diploma in
broadcast journalism at the University of Central England in 1993.
I'm happy to say I'm now fully recovered and have never looked back since. After
working for the BBC in Coventry, Wiltshire, Somerset, Bristol, and Nottingham, I
eventually ended up in Leicester.
I stayed there for four years. While working for the radio newsroom at Television
Centre I was offered the wonderful opportunity of working for South East Today.
It took me two seconds to accept the position.
I know the area quite well because my wife went to school in Tunbridge Wells.
I love the area. It's so beautiful and full of character. If I was being very honest I do
miss not living in a rugby town. Having played for Bath and Leicester rugby clubs I've
been rather spoilt in that area.
When I'm not gathering the news for you, I enjoy playing golf. I have two daughters
and a very stupid but affectionate Irish terrier acquired while on holiday in
County Wexford.
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Mica Paris
Presenter

Category: Entertainment
Agent: Robbie Ringwood
T: 020 7386 1011
W: www.micaparis.com
Mica Paris began singing in church at the age of ten. At sixteen she recorded her first
demos with bass player Paul Powell and joined chart-toppers, "Hollywood Beyond",
as a backing vocalist. She toured with them for a year. At the age of seventeen she
was signed as an artist in her own right to Island and quickly became one of the first
"soul divas" to emerge from the UK. Her debut album "So Good" (1989) went
platinum and included the smash hit "You Are My One Temptation". During her long
career, Mica has collaborated with many music greats: Prince, Will Downing, Bobby
Womack, the Brecker Brothers to name but a few.
As well as her own recording and live performances, Mica has also collaborated on
various other exciting projects. She recorded the title track for the Walt Disney movie
"High Heels and Lowlifes", starring Minnie Driver and directed by Mel Smith. Her
Wigmore Hall concert with jazz pianist Julian Joseph was transmitted on BBC Radio
2. She recently recorded a cover of Screamin' Jay Hawkins' classic "I Put a Spell on
You" with Dave Gilmour and Jools Holland for his duets album released by Warners
in December 2001.
Mica is currently presenting What Not to Wear taking style-challenged individuals on
a journey towards tailored self-esteem. Thursdays, 8pm on BBC One.
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Thalia Pellegrini
Reporter / presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: Blackburn Sachs Associates
T: 020 7292 7576
W: www.blackburnsachsassociates.com
Thalia can currently be seen presenting Fast Track, a travel programme broadcast
across the globe for BBC World. Producing and reporting for the channel’s flagship
travel show, she covers both business travel and leisure stories from all over the
world.
Thalia graduated in English from Cambridge University in 1997. She began her
career in television as a production runner, developing her skills to become a
researcher, then an assistant producer.
Her first on-screen job was as a broadcast journalist for a local cable channel – she
directed, reported and produced packages for London and the South East. She also
launched her showbiz presenting career around this time, reporting from movie
premieres and interviewing stars for film show ACNY.
In 2001 she joined the BBC’s long-running children’s news programme, Newsround.
In 2003, she was asked to step in front of the camera for the programme, becoming
the face of the flagship weekend bulletins. She was also a reporter/presenter for the
launch of Newsround Showbiz, an entertainment news show, covering film
premieres, movie junkets and music award ceremonies.
In 2005 she was asked to join CBBC’s flagship kids’ consumer show, Short Change.
As an investigative journalist she reported on stories as far ranging as the risks of
black henna tattoos to mobile phone scams.
More recently Thalia has been a reporter for the BBC’s Holiday programme, visiting
amongst other places Thailand to report on avian flu and Tanzania to report on socalled “voluntourism”.
As well as travelling for work, she loves to travel in her spare time too. Her other
interests include nutrition, pilates and fiction-writing.
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Jonny Pitts
Presenter

Category: Children’s/Teens & Entertainment
Agent: Wise Buddah
T: 020 7307 1600
W: www.wisebuddah.com
Johny was one of the presenters for CD:UK, the popular Saturday morning flagship
music show reviewing the newest releases and interviewing all the biggest pop
stars. He can be seen on Trouble TV and has been a massive hit with his funky,
chilled, natural northern vibe. Johnny is currently presenting Today on 3 Live, which
is a brand new music entertainment show for 3 Mobile and will soon be heard as a
new DJ on Radio 1 Xtra.
He co-presented two series of Trouble’s Bump N Grind a live reality show searching
for the best new dancers around the country. He traveled to location, interviewed the
contestants and hosted the live studio finals. During his time at Trouble he has
helped re-brand a show (TRBL) and devised the concept for BARE, a music based
youth entertainment show. He hugely enjoys writing and regularly scripts his shows
as well as voicing Trouble’s daily continuity.
He enjoys interviewing celebrities and has an immediate laid back rapport and
humorous style with them. Johny has written the scripts and interviewed the likes of
Sarah Michelle Geller, Jamelia, Janet Jackson and Ridley Scott. He has also spent
time working on MTV, with spots on The Sunday Roast and stints doing continuity on
all the channels.
As well as TV, Johny is an experienced writer and radio broadcaster, and has won a
millennium award from Skillset and the BBC for his community radio show. He has
trained at BBC’s Marylebone studios, winning the BBC Talent Scheme and has since
presented on BBC Radio1xtra. He has a wonderful warm northern accent that lends
itself so well to radio and voiceover work.
Born to an African American soul singer and a white English mother (he is a dual
national) and now permanently based in London, Johny combines presenting with his
passion for music and community work with children of Multiple Heritage where he
teaches Mc’ing and poetry. A keen singer and musician, Johny is part of the Bare
Knuckle Soul Collective who claimed a number 7 spot in Trevor Nelsons Soul Nation
Chart in March this year. (Some of their music can be found on Trevor Nelsons Ibiza
compilation and the Electric Soul compilation). They are currently working on a new
album and are set to become extremely successful.
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May Rahmani
Presenter

Category: Property Expert
Agent: Craig Latto at RDF Management
Email: craig.latto@rdfmanagement.com
T: 020 7317 2249
May and her family left their native Iran when she was 2 years old. May got the bug
of business and property from her parents when they invested in property alongside
running the first pizza delivery service to hit the home-counties! May’s passion for
the two lead her to complete a Business & Finance Diploma and she soon put her
money where her mouth is when she invested in her first property at the age of 18,
making a substantial profit when she sold it.
Following stints at two of the countries ‘Tier 1’ estate agencies and a few years of
wearing power suits in the City, she soon returned her focus to property and
established an executive property search company striving to find the perfect
property for her International clients. May’s success as a business woman is based
on her solid business foundations, love of people and understanding of different
cultures having also lived oversees.
When she’s not running her successful business, May’s other interests include sport,
motoring, cooking, travel and staying healthy. Never one to turn down a challenge
she’s always up for new and exciting experiences.
2008 saw May join the BBC’s family of property presenters. Expect to see more of
her on your screens soon.
Television
How To Survive The Property Crisis – BBC1 Daytime (Presenter)
The Property List - Five (Expert)
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Raj & Pablo
Presenters BBC Asian Network

Agent: RC Management
T: 020 3207 2037
W: www.rcmgmt.co.uk
Raj Dhanda and Pablo Sat-Bhambra currently present on the BBC Asian Network.
They present Film Café, where the regularly interview A list Bollywood actors and
have recently returned from Cannes Film Festival. They recently presented The
Lunch Show, weekdays 12.00-14.00. Raj and Pablo both come from a theatrical
background and met whist performing in the same play. They first teamed up as a
radio duo in 2003 on BBA online and in 2003 they were snapped up by the BBC
Asian Network.
Raj and Pablo are successful recording artists and have released a number of
albums. They also run a hugely popular club night Raj & Pablo’s Bollywood Nights at
The Cobden Club which has been called “the best night in town” by
The Evening Standard.
Radio
Hindi Urdu Show - BBC Asian Network, 2006, Co-Presenter (Raj Only)
Film Cafe with Raj & Pablo - BBC Asian Network, 2004 – Ongoing, Presenters
Lunch with Raj & Pablo - BBC Asian Network, 2005 – 2006, Presenters
Raj & Pablo - BBA on Line, 2003, Presenters
21 Years On - BBC World Service, 1994, Presenter (Raj only)
Among The Goray - BBC Scotland, 1991, Producer/Presenter (Raj only)
Television
Live TV - Launch Presenter (Raj only)
History Guide - BBC Scotland, 1995, Presenter (Raj only)
Six Thirty Something - Channel 4, 1994, Entertainment Reporter (Raj only)
Rough Guides – BBC, 1992-1993 Presenter (Raj only)
The Clothes Show – BBC, 1990-1992 Presenter (Raj only)
Film
Bollywood Queen – 2005, Playing Themselves
Hard Men – Venture Movies, 2000 (Pablo only)
Gummed Labels – Yo Yo Films, 1998 (Pablo only)
The Drop - Channel 4, (Pablo only)
Sun Alliance Promotional Video – (Pablo only)
Hospital Training Video – Presenter (Pablo only)
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Gavin Ramjaun
Presenter, Children’s

Category: Children’s, Sport
Agent: c/o Newsround
T: 020 8576 4407
Gavin Ramjaun is the latest presenter to join the Newsround team. He will be
appearing on Newsround on the CBBC channel most weekends and some mornings.
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Jas Rao
Presenter

Category: Radio
Contact: Matt Nichols at 6th Vision
T: 0207 221 4592
Email: matt@6thvision.com
Jas is currently the Breakfast Show Presenter on the BBC Asian Network and a
regular reporter on BBC’s ‘Inside Out’ programme.
Jas Rao’s love of radio started early in his school days during his GCSE’s, when he
tried to launch a school radio station. After many attempts, Jas managed to secure a
radio show, but it was pulled after one day because teachers were worried he was a
loose cannon, even though the show was pre-recorded! None of this hindered Jas,
and since then, he’s earned a BA (Hons) in Media Studies specialising in radio and
has been involved with work experience at BBC Radio Leicester, Radio 5 Live and
Capital 95.8.
2003 saw Jas join Yaar Radio, where he landed his first radio show. Within months,
he progressed to Club Asia where he quickly built his name as one of the station’s
most popular presenters on the Drivetime show where he stayed for three years. Jas
then moved up to the Breakfast slot and continued to entertain Asian Londoners at
the peak time of the week. Jas’s wind up calls on the morning show were legendary.
His pranks have persuaded hapless members of the public that he was an
automated answer machine and wound up the owners of restaurants, cinemas and
even hairdressers all over the country much to the amusement of his listeners.
In 2005, he was nominated for the ‘CRCA Newcomer of the Year Award’, a first for
an Asian presenter at this mainstream radio industry awards ceremony, and in 2006
won the ‘Outstanding Young Achiever of the Year’ at the London Gateway Awards
for his contribution to the Asian community through radio.
In 2007, Jas stepped up to the BBC Asian Network where he took over the phone-in
show from Nihal when he moved to Radio One. He currently presents the Breakfast
show, moving his own brand of humour, witty personality and energy to a national
level. A keen music fan and journalist Jas has written a number of articles for the
press about the Asian music scene. Jas is also a huge fan of Bollywood films and a
bit of an expert on the genre. He has been in a few Bollywood plays, and would love
to do a film.
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Adil Ray
Presenter

Category: Radio/factual/factual entertainment
Agent: Independent Talent
T: 020 7636 6565
W: www.independenttalent.com
Adil was born in Birmingham and is of Pakistani and Kenyan origin.
He joined the BBC Asian Network in 2002, presenting the daily 3pm-7pm ‘Adil Ray
Show’. The show is best described as popular music with 'stuff' in the middle. Adil
has introduced a number of comedy characters and spoofs. and is certainly a
refreshing listen for Asian radio and beyond. He can also be heard as a regular
panellist on Radio Five Live's ‘Fighting Talk’.
The ‘Adil Ray Show’ has given a platform for young Asian artists including Jay Sean.
He has also hosted live music showcases and events around the country, including
the Asian Network on tour event.
He currently co presents BBC 2's music, fashion and lifestyle show, ‘Desi DNA’. His
TV work has included, ‘The Last Word’ on Carlton, co hosting BBC 4's ‘Tales from
Europe’ with Kirsty Wark and the BBC 1 show ‘Heaven and Earth’. Recently Adil
hosted the BBC 3 doc ‘Mischief - Is it Coz is Black?’ Here he tested political
correctness pulling off a number of stunts including purchasing dark sunglasses to
cover the eyes of his "veil wearing wife". The show was a ratings winner. Adil is
currently filming for a new BBC current affairs series. Watch this space.
A talented journalist, Adil secured an exclusive interview for the Asian Network with
former Pakistan cricketer turned politician Imran Khan. Imran spoke about his divorce
from Jemima for the first time. The interview was later broadcast across BBC
television. A graduate in Marketing, Adil started his radio career in Commercial radio.
His shows on Choice FM and Galaxy 105 made him the first British Asian to present
a show on mainstream commercial radio. He's happy to fly that flag and fly it high.
Television
2007 Mischief: Is It Cos I Is Black? – in house for BBC3
2007 Desi DNA Series 3 (presenter) – in house for BBC4
2006 Desi DNA Series 2 (presenter) – In house for BBC4
2006 Inside Out (presenter) – In house for BBC1
2006 Tales From Europe: Madrid (presenter) – IWC for BBC4
2003 The Last Word (presenter) – Carlton for ITV1
Radio
2006 Drivetime show (presenter) – BBC Asian Network
2006 Twenty Minutes (contributor) – BBC Radio 3
2002 The Adil Ray Show (presenter) – BBC Asian Network
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Ravi Sagoo
Presenter

Category: Radio/entertainment
Contact: Self-represented
Email: raviraj.sagoo@bbc.co.uk
Ravi’s professional broadcasting career began on television as part of ‘Wanted.Com’
on Children’s ITV as a Reporter in 2001 after being spotted by SMG executives
working behind the scenes.
At the age of 24 his professional radio career launched after winning a nationwide
search by BBC Talent, battling against 1000 other hopefuls for the position of BBC
Talent New Radio Presenter 2005/2006. 2005 saw Ravi took over ‘The BBC Asian
Network Chart’ . guest hosting ‘Sunday Soundtrack’ and ‘Weeknights with Adil Ray’
on the Network. Ravi also made his debut for BBC Radio Scotland guest Presenting
Celtic and World music show ‘Celtic Connections’.
After eighteen months at The BBC Asian Network Ravi left to purse his mainstream
broadcasting ambitions. This has included acting as stand in host for a number of
high profile shows within Scottish Broadcasting including the Sony Award Winning
‘The Janice Forsyth Show’ and Guest Co-Host for ‘John Beattie in The Afternoon’ for
BBC Radio Scotland. Ravi also spots as a regular reporter for arts and culture strand
‘The Radio Café’ on the Radio Scotland Network.
Ravi acts as stand in Presenter for a number of BBC Radio Scotland Music Show’s
including
‘The Vic Galloway Show’ and 'Global Gathering'. Summer 2007 saw Ravi cement his
skills as an all round broadcaster by becoming the voice of Cricket for BBC Radio
Scotland talking the helm as anchor presenter for coverage of the official first one
day international between Scotland and India at Titwood, Glasgow. That summer
Ravi become an integral part of the BBC Radio Scotland family leading his music
series ‘Ravi Sagoo Presents…’
As well being at ease covering popular music and sports programming Ravi
presented and produced his first authored documentary for BBC Radio Scotland in
March 2008. ‘The Asian Polis (Police)’ charted the history of Asian and BME (Black
and Ethnic Minority) officers in the Scottish Police Forces. BBC Blast, Scotland - the
creative arts project for young people have also recognised Ravi’s energetic persona
by having him at the helm presenting Blast Showcases and Events in Scotland for
the past two years.
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Samanthi
Presenter

Category: Radio/ Music Entertainment
Agent: Wise Buddah
T: 020 7307 1600
W: www.wisebuddah.com
Samanthi presents XFM London’s Sunday evening show, 6-9pm, bringing her
irreverent laid back style and unquestionable knowledge and passion for indie music
to the XFM Live Hour and Ibiza Rocks with Sony Ericsson Live specials. She is also
able to exercise her considerable love of film in the XFM Film Show which she cohosts with Paul Anderson. Samanthi has recently joined the presenting team of
BBC2's Asian culture show 'Desi DNA'. Her credentials range from hosting her own
London club night, Faded Glamour, to providing occasional vocals and video
appearances for the band Spearmint.
Samanthi read English and Philosophy at the University of Leeds; while there she
wrote for the music sections of The Leeds Student Paper and local listings magazine
The Leeds Guide, as well as local fanzines. She was soon itching to play the records
she was writing about and joined the award-winning student radio station, LSR FM,
presenting her own ‘Non-Stop Indie Pop Disco’ before being propelled to breakfast
show co-host and producer on The Breakfast Club.
In 2000 Samanthi began presenting a daily live show in London on Virgin
Megastores’ national in-store radio station, VMR. Here she was able to do many indepth interviews with artists including Razorlight, The Charlatans, The Futureheads
and Rufus Wainwright. Alongside this, Samanthi also presented Drive Time on The
Student Broadcast Network.
In 2004 she began cover as a presenter on XFM, which soon led to a permanent role
presenting the weekend overnight show followed by a move to Sunday evenings, as
well as providing regular cover for many other shows including Paul Tonkinson’s
afternoon and weekend shows, Richard Bacon’s Drive Time and Alex Zane and
Jimmy Carr’s Saturday and Sunday morning shows.
Television
2004-07
2000-05
2000
1998-2000

XFM (presenter)
VMR (presenter)
The Student Broadcast Network (presenter)
LSR FM (presenter/producer)
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Junior Saunders
Presenter

Category: Children’s Presenter
Agent: Jo Sarsby Personal Management
T: 0117 973 8589
W: www.josarsby.com
Having made it to the finals of last year’s Blue Peter auditions, Junior has been going
from strength to strength. This year's presenting contributions include BBC's Inside
Out, and BBC Point West's St Paul's Carnival and Relentless Records.
Junior runs motivational workshops for teenagers and is currently involved in working
on a Prince's Trust development project called Channel Zero – a community based
channel at Full Circle.
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Seani B
Presenter, 1Xtra

Category: 1Xtra
Agent: Self represented
E: remixkid1@gmail.com
Seani B began DJ'ing in 1988 aged 14 with his older brothers in their sound system,
Limited Edition.
This enabled him to show off his talents at parties, weddings and eventually clubs.
As well as DJ'ing, Seani B kept himself busy working in record shops in west London
where he would experiment with his mixing skills across the black music genres.
During this time, Seani B started his first programme on pirate radio station Star FM
where he played strictly hip hop.
Over the next few years Seani B worked the club circuit and blues dances but it
wasn't until 1994 that people began to take notice.
He released a bootleg dancehall remix of the Case and Foxy Brown track Touch Me,
Tease Me which made a massive impact in the clubs.
Sound systems across the country were contacting him asking for special remixes
which lead to him teaming up and working with Kiss FM DJ David Rodigan.
On hearing Seani B's material Rodigan suggested he compile a 15 minute mega mix
for the station.
This opened doors for Seani B as his mix, which consisted of dancehall beats
combined with r'n'b and hip hop vocals, was heavily requested by listeners on Kiss
throughout the day for several months. Demand grew for his unique sound prompting
him to set up his own production company, Big League Productions. This enabled
Seani B to take on official remix projects for the likes of Lauren Hill, Pras, Beverley
Knight, Shaggy and Rayvon amongst others.
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Indy Selvarajah
Presenter

Category: Entertainment and Comedy
Agent: Richard Stone Partnership
T: 020 7497 0849
W: www.vivienneclore.com
Upon leaving university in 2001, Indy became involved in the visual art world. His first
major project was working alongside Keith Khan (Aritstic Director of The
Commonwealth Games, Manchester, and currently Head of Culture for the 2012
Olympics) on the artistic design of the Queens Golden Jubilee Celebrations.
Other works include: a group show The American Effect at the Whitney Museum of
American Art in New York, a digital theatre production with The Builders Association,
(which received an Obie Award), and work shown at The Barbican, Baltic &
Serpentine Galleries.
In October 2006, after creating the website It Ain’t It Funny Being Coloured.com, Indy
was commissioned by Channel 4 to write a show as part of the Comedy Lab season.
The Show Ain’t It Funny Being Coloured? was produced by Zeppotron for Channel 4.
Indy has finished filming a new pilot show for for TalkBack Thames based on
Verbatim Theatre called A Word In Your Ear. He is currently involved in writing at the
moment.
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Shovell
Presenter

Category: Factual/ Children’s
Agent: Take Three Management
T: 020 7209 3777
W: www.take3management.co.uk
Until now, Shovell has been best known as the M People’s percussionist, the band
member with the biggest personality. During his eight years with the band, Shovell
made numerous appearances on television shows such as The Big Breakfast, Never
Mind The Buzzcocks, Soccer AM and MTV’s Dance Floor Chart to name but a few.
He also presented a series called The Mix for BBC Choice. Most recently, Shovell
joined BBC1’s Record Breakers as the new presenter for the series, He has been
filming the second series of 45 Minutes of Football on BBC Choice – where he
presented a section of the show called Shovell’s Travels. The description for this part
of the show was simple: Shovell roamed around Europe and the world interviewing
the best players in the world for 45 Minutes. Shovell has been lucky enough to get to
travel from Lisbon to Barcelona to Istanbul to Turin to, er, Manchester. This series
has seen him interview some of the world’s best players including two of the world's
best goalkeepers in Francesco Toldo and Peter Schmeichel, the best left back
Roberto Carlos, best centre back Jaap Stam, the best striker Mario Jardel and simply
the best player; Rivaldo. He’s fanatical about Football (a huge Arsenal supporter)
and an ambassador for the homeless charity Centrepoint. Shovell made his first
appearance in panto last Christmas playing the genie in Aladdin in Manchester.
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Sunita Shroff
Presenter

Category: Property/daytime
Agent: Actors Network Agency (ANA)
T: 020 7735 0999
W: www.ana-actors.co.uk
Sunita is half Irish and half Indian and was raised in Athens, Greece.
Sunita hasn’t always worked in Film & TV, prior to becoming a TV presenter and
actress; she was a fashion buyer for Harvey Nichols, a property Investment
negotiator and has also worked in the world of advertising.
Having beaten 11,000 hopefuls in the BBC Talent Competition, she went on to
present A House In The Country ITV1, Moving Day ITV1, a 52 episode travel series
in Greece, a Country she is very familiar with and Get a New Life for BBC2. Sunita
has presented numerous advertising campaigns and corporate projects and has just
finished filming a commercial for MFI that is currently on air.
Her acting career is taking off well, she has appeared in a comedy series called
BROKEN NEWS for BBC2 and Spooks. In the past 18 months, Sunita has appeared
in no less than 8 films.
Sunita has just finished filming Person to Persian and Privacy in lead roles which can
be seen at the Santiago film festival and the Raindance festival.
She is also passionate about travel and experiencing new cultures and countries! So
much so, Sunita embarked on a 900 mile 4x4 rally, over 3 days around the UK in
March. All for a very worthy cause, Macmillan Cancer Nurses and she raised
£2000.00!
Sunita also hosts 'Women in the Property Market' .
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Hardeep Singh Kholi
Presenter

Category: Factual entertainment
Agent: Curtis Brown
T: 020 7393 4400
W: www.curtisbrown.co.uk
Presenter, writer, director, comedian...Hardeep Singh Kohli is a multitalented
comedic force with an uncanny ability to make his audiences laugh and think
simultaneously. He has written and presented a series of documentaries for Channel
4 entitled Hardeep Does... in which he explores relevant social issues ranging from
race to drinking. Other credits include being one of the core presenters on The Last
Word (More 4 and Channel 4); In Search of the Tartan Turban (Channel 4); Why Do
We Need a Holocaust Day? (Channel 4) Late Night Live & Up All Night (Radio 5
Live), coming second place in Celebrity Masterchef (BBC) and uncovering the truth
about Scientology in Beginner’s Guide To...L. Ron Hubbard (Channel 4). Most
recently, Hardeep presented £50 Says You’ll Watch This for Channel 4 in which he
exposed the underworld of gambling in Las Vegas and throughout Britain.
Most recently Hardeep has joined the One Show team on BBC1.
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Mohini Sule
Presenter

Category: Factual/Music
Agent: Spotlight
T: 020 7437 7631
W: www.spotlight.com
Mohini is a very talented, experienced and natural presenter with a warm and friendly
personality combined with credibility and authority. She has mass appeal and is able
to communicate facts to an audience in an informative yet entertaining and
trustworthy manner. She will soon be seen reporting for BBC2’s daytime show - The
People’s Museum in which she champions historical items for the audience to vote
into a virtual museum. She also reports for the popular Asian series Desi DNA now in
its third year. Mohini can now also be seen co-hosting the brand new movie show
The Big List on new movie channel Eat Cinema from March 2006.
She co-presented the well received BBC science show Eureka and was one of the
most popular faces of continuity for CBBC and the CBBC digital channels. She has
also presented the live youth show Smile a number of times.Mohini started working in
TV as a runner and then as a researcher at BBC Birmingham after graduating from
UCL where she studied French Literature. Whilst there she worked on
documentaries, entertainment and live event shows and got her first taste of
presenting when she began hosting live webcasts for the BBC Asian Life website.
She got her first TV break hosting the Mega Mela Music Night on BBC2 a concert
featuring the best performers of British Asian music. Mohini was a finalist in the BBC
Talent scheme in 2000 and was runner up for BBC2’s Asian magazine show Network
East. Not long afterwards she began as an on-air presenter for the CBBC channel
and BBC Prime.
Mohini has a natural flare for science and journalism and she is keen to continue
combining this interest with her presenting skills to host other factual and science
based shows. She studied Maths and Chemistry A levels. She also excels in
languages and is fluent in French and Marathi and speaks German, Spanish and
Hindi. Mohini’s other passions are music and dance and her extensive knowledge
was put to good use when she was a researcher on the UK Top 40. She danced at
The Royal Albert Hall to celebrate 50 years of India’s independence and loves
interviewing popstars and musicians (including Tabla maestro Zakir Hussain and
Justin Timberlake!). Mohini also loves playing Tennis, Squash and other racket
sports.
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Melanie Sykes
Presenter

Category: Factual Entertainment
Agent: Money Management
T: 020 7287 2490
W: www.moneymanagementuk.com
Melanie’s first major break in television came when she fronted the Boddingtons
commercial; such was the success of this campaign that Melanie became an on
going signing for them. This led to a number of presenting roles, first on Sky One’s
Real TV UK followed by guest presentation on the BBC’s Holiday Programme. She
hosted the Hit List UK show for MTV and also covered the Phoenix Festival for them.
In September 1997 Melanie signed a major two-year deal with The Big Breakfast.
This move established her as one of the most exciting new faces on Television. 1999
saw Melanie hosting the new series of Dream Ticket for LWT, continuing her work
with the Big Breakfast and filming a documentary for BBC News and Current Affairs
called Melanie Sykes’ Southall Stories, which was shown on BBC2.
In 2003 she went solo with 2 Saturday night shows; a brand new family show called
Under Pressure (ITV 1) and the game show The Vault (ITV 1). She also cohosted The Soap Awards (ITV 1) with Des O’Connor and the National Television
Awards Party of the Year (ITV 1) with Jonathan Wilkes. In July 2004 Melanie had
her second son Valentino and returned in the late Autumn for Today with Des & Mel
which ran to six series on ITV1.
Spring 2006 was a particularly busy time for Melanie. She wrote a book called
Blooming Beautiful, published by Penguin. This is a pregnancy book offering
down-to-earth, straightforward and practical advice for mum’s to be and new
mothers, targeting specifically how they can be happy and healthy and look gorgeous
during pregnancy.
She also co-hosted a brand new radio show with Heart 106.2’s Nick Snaith called the
A List that was broadcast across the UK on the Commercial Radio Network. It was
the first Network Chart to be launched in 20 years.
In addition she has fronted the Matalan campaigns for several years, appearing in
print, television commercials and on billboards nationwide.
2007 has seen Melanie continue her presenting work as host of a brand new series
for BBC1 daytime called The Gene Detectives which helped people research their
genetic history and find long lost family members. In addition, Melanie is also a
regular guest host for the Paul O’Grady Show on Channel 4.
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Jon Tickle
Presenter

Category: Science
Agent: Self-represented
T: 07789 570278
Jon is the hugely popular host of the Broadcast Award winning show Brainiac:
Science Abuse for Sky One. He looks at the fun side of everyday science, and gets
behind the facts of scientific myths by carrying out experiments in “layman’s” terms.
He is proving to be a massive hit with viewers and producers alike. Brainiac is in it’s
fourth series and is one of Sky’s biggest shows.
Jon has proved an entertaining and natural TV presenter, regularly doing the TV
review on Ri:se (Channel 4), appearing as a panellist on The Wright Stuff (Five), as a
guest judge on Tomorrow’s World (BBC) and on Celebdaq (BBC3).
He is an avid Sci-Fi fan…a devotee to Star Wars and JRR Tolkien. In his spare time
he loves all sports particularly Football, Rugby and Cricket and makes a point of
going to as many games as possible. He is also a very good Hockey player, winning
a European tournament in Holland with his team ‘Riders of the Night’!
Jon shot to fame as the quirky, intelligent and dry- witted contestant of Big Brother 4.
By far one of the most popular housemates, he was actually voted back into the
house by the public who wanted to see more of “The Tickle’!
He is eloquent, accessible, intelligent and great fun. He made his mark and a legion
of fans whilst in the house and is proving to be as good on the outside as he was in!
He has a huge number of fan websites including Jon Tickle – The Legend.
He is very bright and very personable in a geeky way! He excelled at school in
maths, sciences and English before going on to read Physics at University. He
currently still enjoys his job as a Data Strategy Manager for Centrica (the parent
company of British Gas) where he is responsible for strategising and small system
development.
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Michael Underwood
Presenter

Category: Children’s
Agent: John Noel Management
T: 020 7428 8400
W: www.johnnoelmanagement.com
September 2005 saw Michael become the newest addition of the GMTV team.
Michael covers all the major showbiz events and gets to interview some of the
industry’s biggest stars. He regularly co-hosts Entertainment Today with Jenni
Falconer and last year saw him team up with Sheree Murphy for the The British Soap
Awards on ITV2.
In 2004 and 2005 Michael hosted ITV2’s live Junior Eurovision coverage. While for
BBC1 Michael presented Seven Wonders of the East, which saw him travelling
around East Anglia by helicopter reporting from the region’s most interesting sites.
Prior to moving into adult programming Michael learnt his skills working in children’s
television having presented some of CITV’s flagship programmes including Jungle
Run, Ministry of Mayhem, Big Bang and The Eliminator as well as being the
channel’s main live links presenter. Before being snapped up by CITV, Michael
wrote and presented CBBC’s H.O.T, again, providing the links, games and
entertainment between the cartoons and children’s programmes.
Michael is qualified to teach children between the ages of 7 and 12 all curriculum
subjects, and furthermore, he has a B.ED Degree specialising in Drama and
Performance. After university Michael decided to take a year out, researching for
BBC Radio Northampton. This led him to co-present their Saturday afternoon show.
Whilst at the radio station, Michael spotted an advert for children’s TV presenters in
the BBC newspaper. After sending in a showreel Michael was chosen as one of the
contestants to appear on Whatever You Want, battling it out with two other hopefuls
to win a three-week contract at CBBC. He proved a hit with the audience and
became an integral part of the CBBC team from April 1999 until he signed with CITV
in 2002.
When he is not presenting Michael enjoys sport. He has swum for his county on a
number of occasions and likes to play rugby.
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Ava Vidal
Comedian

Category: Comedy
Agent: Richard Stone Partnership
T: 020 7497 0849
W: www.vivienneclore.com
Ava Vidal is an accomplished young stand-up and has risen quickly through
comedy's ranks. The only female finalist in the BBC 3 New Comedy Awards in the
very first year of her career, she already has a clutch of TV appearances to her
name. This includes roles in all the main BBC channels: The Crouches for BBC1,
Sack Race for BBC2 and Malai Monologues for BBC3.
She presented MTV Base's Screen Nation Awards, the leading ceremony
recognising black British TV and film talent, alongside Red Dwarf star Danny John
Jules.
Ava has performed at many of the leading venues both here and abroad, from the
Comedy Store in London to Berlin's Blue Monday club. This year saw her first
Edinburgh Fringe show, Bling Blush Bonk, at The Gilded Balloon.
Ava started as a sketch performer and writer. As part of BBC Talent's Urban Sketch
show team, she wrote and performed various showcases and sketches including the
BBC Radio 1 Roadshow. She has also written and performed in Radio 1’s new late
night comedy show The Milk Run. She then transferred her skills from character
comedy to straight stand-up achieving success in national competitions, including in
the Hackney Empire New Act competition and Channel 4’s So You Think You're
Funny, in addition to her BBC New Comedy Award success.
Most recently Ava has taken part in Kings of Comedy for Channel 4/E4 and despite
her inexperience in comparison to the other comics taking part, she still made it to
the final week. She is currently filming a documentary for Channel 4 being produced
by Juniper Productions.
Widely acclaimed her as a face of the future by the critics, Ava is certainly an act to
watch.
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Laurence Westgaph
Historian

Category: History
Contact: Self-represented
Email: Lwestgaph@aol.com

Laurence Westgaph is a historian, journalist, presenter and broadcaster. He has
worked with BBC Television and Radio, Channel 4, The History Channel, Trinity
Mirror Group newspapers, English Heritage and the National Trust.
Laurence has a particular interest in 18th and 19th century British and Colonial
history. He has worked with a diverse group of people including Jimmy McGovern,
Melvyn Bragg, Caryl Phillips, Arthur Smith, Trevor Phillips and the late John Peel.
Laurence has a Masters degree in Atlantic History, is currently writing his first book
and is working towards his PhD.
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Rav Wilding
Presenter

Category: Factual
Agent: Craig Latto at RDF Management
Email: craig.latto@rdfmanagement.com
T: 020 7317 2249
Rav is a fresh, young presenter who can currently be seen co-hosting BBC1's hugely
successful Crimewatch UK . He has been with the show since 2004, fronting the live
show and filming pre-recorded segments. He was a Detective Constable with the
Metropolitan Police for the last 8 years.
He can also be seen presenting his own series, Helicopter Heroes for BBC1,
which goes out in both daytime and primetime schedules as well as co-hosting
BBC1's live daily series Missing Live which will return next year along with a new
daily live Crimewatch spin-off series that Rav will be fronting. Rav's also a regular
face on BBC1's flagship daily show, The One Show, presenting strands and as a
studio guest.
Television Credits: Crimewatch UK : BBC1, Helicopter Heroes: BBC1
Missing Live : BBC1,The One Show : BBC1, Inside Out : BBC1, The Celebrity
Weakest Link : BBC1 (Winner). Celebrity Ready Steady Cook : BBC2, Big Brothers
Little Brother - E4, Alan Carr's Celebrity Ding Dong - C4, T4 : C4, Richard & Judy :
C4, Eden : C4.
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James Wong
Historian

Category: Science/environment/botany
Contact: Fiona Kimbell
Email: Fiona@arlington-enterprises.co.uk
James Wong is a Kew-trained ethnobotanist, with a passion for adventure.
Specialising in the study of how people use plants, ethnobotany is a fusion of
anthropology and botany, covering a huge range of subjects from new drug
discovery, to reconstructing the diet of stone age man.
James' new BBC2 show Grow Your Own Drugs will be on air this March and the
Grow Your Own Drugs book which runs along side the series is also published this
month. In this exciting new series James is cooking up home made herbal remedies
for a variety of common ailments. Last year James was one of the regular Fossil
Detectives on the show of the same name which was broadcast initially on BBC4
and the repeated on BBC2. He has also appeared on BBC's Gardeners' World,
Channel 4's Richard & Judy, The Alan Titchmarsh Show on ITV and BBC
Breakfast.
He has written for a number of publications, from the BBC Gardening Website, to
The Metro's environment column, on a wide range of botanical topics.
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